


Experience the World Western USA
From the Pacific Coast to the Grand Canyon 
Christian Heeb, Margit Brinke and Peter Kränzle

160 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 34.750

Highway no. 1, a dream road, not just for bikers. Then: Holly-
woods glamour, the reality of Denver and its spectacular gold-
rush history. The Grand Canyon, first class natural miracles
and the impressive, protected nature in Yellowstone National
Park. The Western United States offers countless attractions,
from historical to modern, from natural to man-made, and this
illustrated travel book knows them all.

Experience the World Morocco
Oasis of the senses in northwest Africa
Kay Maeritz and Daniela Schetar-Köthe 

160 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
19,99€
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 30.500

Morocco's unique flair arises from his oriental culture and
stunning nature. Discover the land of 1001 surprises!

How much is the world?

The 100 most exclusive trips
Margit Kohl, Jochen Müssig

192 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Canada
Mountains, Bears and two Oceans 
Christian Heeb and Klaus Viedebantt

192 pages; 24,5 x 30,5cm 
€ 39,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Watch the White Ghost Bear in the ancient rainforests of Van-
couver Island, paddle over huge seas like Indians and Trap-
pers, marvel the Niagara Falls. This illustrated travel book
shows everything related to the dream destination for all those
who are in search of great freedom. Endless prairies extend in
the country in the lively East Coast ports, the French inspired
Montreal, the majestic Rockies. A truly vast, wild country.



192 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 62.000

200 pages, 29 x 31 cm
€ 49.90
Publication: Fall 2007
word count: approx. 37.000
sold to FR

Timeout
40 ways to escape the daily routine

Whether two months or half a year: Such a long journey is an
existential experience. 40 travel reports of people who
"dared to have," bear witness to the happiness of a long
summer on a calm lake in Sweden or in the arctic wilderness,
from exciting round trips through South America, Australia or
an unknown Eastern Europe - and the search for meaning to
the Sacred Mountains of China , in Bali or in volunteering in
a veterinary clinic in Africa.

Japan
In the land of contrasts and mysteries - 
Impressive perspectives 
Hans Sautter, Kerstin und Andreas Fels

Zen monasteries and super fast trains, ancient feudal rituals
and the Matsuri festival, the Tokyo Tower in the mega metro-
polis, imperial gardens or Shikoku, the island of the four
kingdoms: There is so much to see in Japan. Stunning photo-
graphies meet brilliant texts: Did you know that traffic lights
in Tokyo sound with artificial birdsongs and that parts of
Tokyo have been built on islands of dumps? With a lot of ex-
perience and intuition the authors presents the extraordi-
nary and fascinating Japan. 

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Panamericana

Dream road between Alaska
and Fireland

Wolfgang R. Weber, Friedrich
Horlacher, Susanne Asal

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 39.90
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 57.500

The most beautiful trip of my
life  

Franz Binder, Oliver Fülling  et
al

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 57.250

Dreamtrips by train 

The most famous trains, the
most beautiful routes

Horst-Dieter Ebert

200 pages, 29 x 36
€ 49.90
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: to follow

Across all seven seas 

Holger Leue, Klaus Viedebantt

220 pages, 29 x 31 cm
€ 49.9
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 43.750

Dreamtrip Hurtigruten 

Axel M. Mosler, Ralf Schröder

240 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm
€ 49.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 31.750

On rails around the world
The 55 most beautiful trips by
train
Klaus Viedebantt, Axel Pinck

192 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 39,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Travel book Lake Garda
Livestyle, countryside and
people
Herbert Taschler, Udo Bernhart

288 pages; 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Dreamtrip Glacier Express

Mirko Milovanovic, Hans-Bern-
hard Schönborn

192 pages; 24,5 x 30,5 cm
€ 39,99
Publication Spring 2014



The perfect girls Holiday Barcelona 
Sonia Gigler and Clara Sarmentero

192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 16,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 60.250

Oh Barcelona - a love song to the city with his back to the sea.
Our author knows: The colorful, vibrant city has much to offer
for a memorable girls holiday. It tells where the urban scene
lives out their creativity, when special clubs open their doors
once a month and where to find the perfect outfit. But also
points to absolute no-gos: the perfect guide for girls to explore
the city on theor own!

The perfect girls Holiday London

Barbara Geier
192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 16,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 55.750

London is perfect for a girls holiday: In the global capital of fa-
shion, music and art, the cultural entertainment schedule bor-
dens with bouncing tradition and trash harmoniously. The
Author, living in London, knows and loves them all, from West-
minster to Camden: the coolest bars, the hippest clubs, the
most original shops, the most beautiful beauty spas, homelike
hotels and the best restaurants. The best tips can be disco-
vered easily.

The perfect girls Holiday Berlin
Judith Jenner, Elli Kaiser

192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 16,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 55.000

Hardcore clubbing in Berlin Mitte. For an alternative shopping
to Kreuzberg. Very delicate macaroons for tea, rummage at the
flea market in Prenzlauer Berg. And, of course, overall the city,
experience culture, art, cult! The German Capital holds every-
thing that makes girls happy and our authors know exactly
where it is!

The perfect girls Holiday Paris

Denise Urbach
192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 16,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

The city of love in a different way - without the better halfs,
with the girl friends. The Seine metropolis is the cultural Eldo-
rado and shopping mecca rolled into one and reveals how to
experience the city like real Parisiennes, where best to recover
from the rigors of shopping and how do find your way into the
hottest clubs “trés chic“.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



The perfect girls Holiday Hamburg
Tiny von Wedel

192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 55.000

99 x Paris as you don’t know it yet
Waltraud Pfister-Bläske

192 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 13,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

The perfect girls Holiday Prague
Margit Kohl

192 pages; 12,3 x 19,1 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 55.000

99 x Tuscany as you don’t know it yet

Max Fleschhut, Thilo Weimar

192 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 13,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Discover the World !
100 extraordinary travel tips
Rainer Waterkamp, et al

288 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Pioneering spirit, adventure, daring – buzz words that seem to
lost importance in the age of Google Earth. In "Discover the-
World!" travel authors report in 100 articles of exceptional na-
ture experiences, cultural encounters and spiritual experiences
- off the beaten track. Whether by ox wagon through Myanmar
or on the Amazon through Peru's rainforest: a book of dreams
with many practical tips.

Time for couples

288 pages; 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Ready for the Island 
100 paradisical islands in Europe
Henning Aubel

288 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 110.000

From Amrum to Cyprus, from the Canary Islands to Iceland: The
ultimate holiday seducer introduces 100 diverse island paradi-
ses in Germany and Europe. Either snorkel, relax or celebrate?
Experience culture and sports or the encounter with untouched
nature - with "Ready for the Island" everyone will find its per-
fect island.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Get Outta Town!
Residual vacation
Roland F. Karl, Ellen Astor

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 110.000

Got a few vacation days left over at the end of the year, and
don’t know how to spend them? How about catching a breath
of spring air while it’s snowing at home? Or finding relaxation
and rejuvenation in a long weekend? All without long travel
times or complicated planning – this book offers ideas and
countless tips for all destinations at your fingertips.



lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

And now for the Holidays Tuscany
Joyful holidays for the whole family
Wolfgang Benicke, Andrea Kampmann

192 pages; 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx.
And

And now for the Holidays Mallorca
Joyful holidays for the whole family
Stefan Keller

192 pages; 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 45.750

Vacation with the family is always a balancing act: The parents
need relax, rest and security, the kids want action and experi-
ence. Mallorca is a destination that meets both. What exactly?
Stefan Keller, father of twins and living at the Balearic island,
knows exactly. He recommends his favorite family hiking tours,
family-friendly beaches, museums and adventure parks as well
as raining alternatives and a few real insider tips.

And now for the Holidays South Tyrol
Joyful holidays for the whole family
Wilfried and Lisa Bahnmüller

192 pages; 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx.

And now for the Holidays Croatia
Joyful holidays for the whole family
Andreas Adelmann

192 pages; 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 39.500

A vacation in Croatia consists only of sun, sand and sea? Not at
all! The regions of Istria, Kvarn bay and Northern Dalmatia offer
and promise relaxation and adventure for the whole family.
The guide leads families to places that make great fun: un-
usual museums, theme parks, walking tours and one of the
tastiest ice cream bars. He reveals to all parents what they
must-see - and what to do with their children.



100 Highlights USA
Christian Heeb, Margit Brinke, Peter Kränzle

320 pages; 22,7 x 27,4 cm
€ 39,99 
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 99.000

Even the term "United States" will get your mind fly: New York
in the north-east along the Atlantic coast down to Florida and
further west to Grand Canyon, Las Vegas, Yosemite, Yellow-
stone, further north again up to Alaska. How much more is in
between to discover! 

100 Highlights Canada
Margit Brinke, Peter Kränzle, Christian Heeb, et al

320 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 39,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: aprrox. 45.000

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

World heritage - Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland
A trip to all UNESCO places
Ernst Wrba, Edda Neumann-Adrian, et al

192 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Highlights the world
Axel Pinck et al

320pages; 22,7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow



Highlights Barcelona

168 pages; 22,7 x 27.4 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Highlights Brazil

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 43.500

Highlights Chile/Argentina

168 pages; 22,7 x 27.4 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Highlights Germany

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 43.500

Highlights Lake Garda

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 45.250

Highlights USA

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 45.500

Highlights Istanbul

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

Highlights National parks
USA
168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 45.250

Highlights Scandinavia

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 52.500

Highlights South Africa

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 46.500

Highlights South Tyrol

168 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 43.000

Highlights Sylt

168 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Highlights Thailand

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 44.750

Highlights Tuscany

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 48.500

Highlights USA - The West

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 52.500

Highlights Vietnam

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 50.500

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Highlights India

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2008
word count: approx. 41.750

Highlights Ireland

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 48.250

Highlights Iceland

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 41.500

Highlights Israel

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 46.000

Highlights Paris

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 51.500

Highlights Peru

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 48.000

Highlights Portugal

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 44.500

Highlights Rome

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 48.500

Highlights Italy

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2008
word count: approx. 50.000

Highlights Japan

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 47.000

Highlights Canada

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 42.250

Highlights of the Caribbean

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 36.500

Highlights Russia

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 47.250

Highlights Sweden

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 45.250

Highlights Switzerland

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 46.500

Highlights Sicily

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 50.750

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Highlights Andalusia

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 46.500

Highlights Australia

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 43.500

Highlights Berlin

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 48.500

Highlights China

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 49.500

Highlights Cuba

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 48.000

Highlights London

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 48.000

Highlights Mallorca

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 47.500

Highlights Namibia

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 43.750

Highlights Germany

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 47.250

Highlights South of England

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 53.750

Highlights France

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 47.250

Highlights Hamburg

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 46.500

Highlights New Zealand

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 46.000

Highlights New York

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 46.250

Highlights Norway

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 48.750

Highlights Oman & Dubai

168 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 48.250

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Amsterdam - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 79.000

Dubai - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 81.000

Corsica - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 81.000

Lanzarote - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 70.000

Liguria - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Lisbon - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 89.250

Madrid - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 100.000

New York - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 88.000

The South of Norway - Time for
the Best
288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Prague - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 78.250

Provence - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 60.000

Rhodos - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Scotland - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

St. Petersburg - Time for the
Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Sicily - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Cyprus - Time for the Best

288 pages 12 x 18,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 77.250

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Algarve - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 80.250

Andalusia - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 84.750

Barcelona - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 90.000

Berlin - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 85.750

Cornwall - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 81.250

Côte d’Azur - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 77.750

Dresden - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 80.500

Lake Garda - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 85.500

Gran Canaria - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 81.500

Hamburg - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 80.000

Hurtigruten - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 79.250

Iceland - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 88.000

Istanbul - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 81.500

Crete - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 84.250

Croatia Adria coast - Time for
the Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 88.500

London - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 88.250

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Madeira - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 68.000

Mallorca - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 85.500

Munich - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 89.500

East Friesland - 
Time for the Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 80.750

Baltic Sea coast - Time for the
Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 76.000

Paris - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 93.000

Rome - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 92.000

Rügen - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 80.000

South Sweden - Time for the
Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 81.250

South Tyrol - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 77.000

Sylt - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 70.250

Tenerife - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 82.500

Tuscany - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 85.500

Turkish Southcoast - 
Time for the Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 83.500

Venice - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 85.750

Vienna - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 78.000

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Stockholm - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Lago Maggiore - Time for the
Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Azores - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Copenhagen - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Mailand - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Fuerteventura - Time for the
Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Bangkog - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Florida - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Budapest - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Dominican Republic - Time for
the Best
288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Kuba - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

Peking - Time for the Best

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Time for Ayurveda
192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 25.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 54.250

Time for Bali
192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 57.500

Time for Cornwall
192 pages, 21,8 x 26 cm
€ 25,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Time for India
192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 61.250

Time for Cruising

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 49.500

Time for Mallorca

192 pages, 22 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 49.500

Time for Morocco

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 51.750

Time for New York

192 pages, 22 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 52.750

Time for Paris

192 pages, 22 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 57.500

Time for Rome

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 54.500

Time for Safari

192 pages, 22 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 54.000

Time for South Africa

192 pages, 22 x 26 cm
€ 29.90
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 56.000

Time for Thailand

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 60.000

Time for Tuscany

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 55.250

Time for Vienna

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 50.000
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Slimming through running
Katja Mayer

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 21.000
Running, losing weight, feeling well. In 12
weeks to the perfect weight

My running journal
Sonja von Opel

192 pages, 12.3 x 19.1 cm
€ 9.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. to follow
Training times, fitness goals, event planner: this journal is the per-
fect companion for runners in all walks of life. It includes plenty of
space to record personal experiences,  resolutions, and accom-
plished goals. And it is full of professional tips for healthy running
and motivation. A charming diary and original gift for amateur run-
ners or those who want to be – and great for keeping, too!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Triathlon – Training
The 3-level-training program
for beginners and advanced
Nicole und Lothar Leder,
Christoph Elbern

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 44.000

Dream target triathlon
The 40 most beautiful
competitions worldwide
Christine Waitz

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
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The New Training Guide for Runners
The Guidebook for healthy and effective running
Sonja von Opel, Michael Reusse

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 59.000

All in one: equipment, running technique, training, reducing
weight, and regeneration.
This handbook was  written by runners for runners. It deals
with the topics how to start running, what food to eat, which
equipment is essential and how to prepare for a comptetition.  

The new half marathon -
training
for perfect training and
competition results

Sonja von Opel, Michael Reuse

192 pages; 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Dream destination marathon
The 42 most beautiful treks of the world
Urs Weber

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 57.500
Sold to : EN, FR, IT

The New Marathon Training
The perfect coach from training to competition
Sonja von Opel, Michael Reusse

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, 24.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 60.000

First-hand practical explanations how to get fitter, faster and
better, with explicit training plans and nutrition tips.
In this handbook successful marathon runner Sonja von Opel
answers all the relevant questions concerning the ideal shoes,
building up condition, and mental training.
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128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 60.000

Yoga for your fasciae
Amiena Zylla

Fasciae are our web of life: they are connective tissue which
envelops muscles and organs and stabilises our body. This
richly illustrated training guide contains classic yoga poses
and yin yoga for gently training the fasciae. Invigorating, in-
tensive stretching and meditative elements combine to aid
our musculo-sceletal system and resolve tension and stress.
Training for regeneration and deep relaxation.

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 50.000

Functional Training
Harald Gärtner

Functional training is a strength training system that treats
muscles not as isolated units but as parts of larger muscle
chains. The system is designed to improve capacities of
strength, speed, endurance, coordination, and flexibility,
and thus enable better performance in daily life. Functional
training, combined with body-weight training, is one of
2014’s top fitness trends (study by the American College of
Sports Medicine).

Advantages: save time and money while achieving great re-
sults

For those interested in holistic fitness and improved perfor-
mance; primarily men.



Fit for two
The effective partner-workout
Heiko Czichoschewski

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 28.250

Fit at home
The best workouts at home
Uschi and Ronny Moriabadi

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 31.000

Fit at work
The best exercises for
permanent sitting people
Heiko Czichoschewski

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Fit for men
Full body workout without
equipment
Ronny Moriabadi

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 14,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
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Sweden by Caravan
Thomas Kliem

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 44.750

Norway by Caravan
Thomas Kliem

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 49.500

Scandinavia by Motorhome
Thomas Kliem

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 46.000

Caravan - Highlights in
Germany
Thomas Kliem

168 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 29,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 57.750

Motorhome Highlights in
Europe
Thomas Kliem

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 57.500

Panoramic tours in the Alps
by Motorhome
Germany, France, Austria,
Switzerland, Italia, Slovenia

Michael Moll

288 pages; 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
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168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Secret tips for motorcycling in Europe
Jo Deleker, Andreas Hülsmann, Elke Potthoff, Ralf Schröder,
Heinz E. Studt, Markus Golletz, Uwe Krauß

20 motorcycling adventures off the beaten track – a must-
have for all bikers on the lookout for new challenges! Com-
plete with beautiful photographs, this travel book presents
less well-known biking regions such as Bulgaria and Albania,
and gems of trips that will surprise even experienced bikers.
Even the occasional dirt road is represented here. Filled with
maps and heaps of information on countries, roads, and
sights. A superlative photography volume cum motorcycling
roadbook!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

The most beautiful 
motorcycle-tours in
Scandinavia
20 trips, from Fehmarnbelt to the
Nordkap
Ralf Schröder

168 pages; 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Go West
With the Harley through the US
Mike Kärcher

144 pages; 24.3 x 30.6 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
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By Motorbike to the North Cape
6600 km in 15 stages
Andreas Pfleger

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 38.500

Travelling by motorbike to the North Cape – the dream of many
motorbikers. Andreas Pfleger, highly experienced in long dis-
tance motorbike tours, describes the trip from Hamburg to
Oslo along the Norwegian coast via the Lofotes to the North
Cape and then back through Finland and Sweden. The book
also contains useful tips for the mental and physical prepara-
tion as well as hints how to deal with the nordic climate.

The most beautiful motorbike tours in the Pyrenees
Dream tours between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea
Markus Golletz

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 44.750
sold to: Poland (Far Away)

Dreamroads in Europe for motorbikers
The best tours and most beautifully tracks
Ralf Schröder

168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 41.750

A special treat for all lovers of cruising: a lavishly illustrated
and detailed description of the 20 most beautiful dream roads
in Europe.  Every motor journalist presents his favourite route,
doing a round trip on the Isle of Man, experiencing Norway’s
brilliant country side on the coastal road 17 or cruising along
the Großglockner mountain road. Enriched with maps for ori-
entation, many tips and information on sights along the road.

The most beautiful motorcycle-tours in the Alps
Heinz E. Studt

192 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 22,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 47.000

The Alps are Bikers Dream! And nearly the "living room" of our
well-known author Heinz E. Studt. Detailed and varied he has
put together his finest short trips, from the German Alpine
Road through the magnificent Alpine regions of Austria and
Switzerland into the heart of the Dolomites and leads until to
the highest passes in the French Alps.



The motorbike book for the
Alps 
The 100 most beautiful day
trips in the Alps
Heinz E. Studt

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 54.250

Motorbike paradise 
Switzerland 
The most beautiful trips in the
country of the mountains
Heinz E. Studt

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 52.250

100 new Alpine pass roads by
motorbike 
More dream corners in 
Germany, Switzerland , Italy
and France 
Heinz E. Studt

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 76.000
sold to: IT 

The motorbike book for
Austria  
100 day trips from the Danube
to the highest peaks
Heinz E. Studt

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 69.500

100 Alpine pass roads by 
motorbike
The most beautiful alpine pas-
ses in the western and eastern
alps
Heinz E. Studt

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 78.500
sold to: IT, PL

Motorbike weekends in the
Alps
Heinz E. Studt
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 44.500

The most beautiful motorbike
tours in the Dolomites and
South Tyrol
Volker Wahmkow

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 56.500

The most beautiful motorbike
tours in Croatia 
Hans Michael Engelke

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2009
word count: approx. 27.750
sold to: PL

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de
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168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Transalpine bike treks
Thorsten Brönner

Crossing the Alps is among the most unforgettable experi-
ences a hobby cyclist can have: stunning mountain vistas,
picturesque meadows, fun switchbacks, and then the warm
south. This cycling travel guide collects the 20 most beauti-
ful bike trek tours. The trans-Alp, inter-Alp, and round-trip
tours follow cycling paths or uncrowded secondary roads
and are easy to take in, with maps, fact sheets, and accom-
modation information included. So start pedalling!

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Supertrails around Lake Garda
Andreas Albrecht

Authentic Lake Garda feel: mountain bikers among themsel-
ves, surrounded by Mediterranean flair and the Alpine vistas
encircling Italy‘s largest lake. For cyclists, the Lago is an ab-
solute hot spot, with its superlative mountain biking trails.
This guide contains all the important basics, provides tips
about necessary equipment, and introduces the best moun-
tain bike and single trail tours all around Lake Garda. Put on
your helmets for cult treks around Lago di Garda and Tren-
tino.
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The 7 bike Summits of the Alps
Across the highest summits of the Alps by MTB
Carsten Schymik

192 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 26,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 44.000

Where the path ends, his MTB challenge starts -  Carsten Schy-
mik provides the seven most beautiful and highest peaks of
the Alps: Piz Nair (St. Moritz), Monte Grappa (Vicenza ), Monte
Stino (Idrosee), Monte Tamaro (Lake Lugano), Plose (Brixen),
Mount Chaberton (Val Susa) and the Unterrothorn (Zermatt).
For each region, additional tour options are shown as well - un-
forgettable bike holiday!

Racing-bike tours Lake Garda and Trentino
The most beautiful sideways for racing cyclists
Uli Preunkert, Anke Witzel and Mona Poebig

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 44.750

Lake Garda and Trentino offer everything for the racing cyc-
lists' heart: Superb mountains and fast downhills as well as
long coastal tours. This guide describes the 30 most beautiful
racing bike tours around the lake and through the mountain
for all levels of difficulties in the Trentino region. Detailed route
descriptions, maps, altitudes profiles, and great illustrations
provide an excellent basis to enjoy the Dolce Vita by bike. 

From lodge to lodge by MTB South Tyrol and Dolomites
16 tours with more than 60 lodges at the sunny side of the Alps 
Uli Preunkert, Aline Bach and Holger Scharschmidt

192 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm 
€ 26,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 65.000

18 trails and over 60 lodges! A new trend: Bikers love to MTB
from lodge to lodge. The cozy ambience, culinary delicacys,
stunning panoramic views. This guide describes exciting paths
and trails with a lot of possible alternatives in South Tyrol and
the Dolomites. 

Cycling-tours for Connoisseurs 
The 20 most yummy tours across Europe
Thorsten Brönner

168 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 32,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 36.600

Discover culinary delights on 20 cycling tours Europe. First of
all, burning a lot of calories on the bike, then gourmandise
with pleasure – this is the aim of Thorsten Brönner through his
routes across Europe. Many bike paths offer far more than just
beautiful scenery. The gourmet routes lead through Scandina-
via and Ireland, Poland and Hungary, Italy and France, and Ger-
many and Switzerland. 
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The most beautiful motorbike
tours in the Pyrenees 
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 44.750
sold to: PL

Mountainbike tours – 
South Tyrol and Dolomites  
192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 65.500
sold to: IT

Alpen Cross - Training

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: to follow

MTB- Training 

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 54.500

Biking at Lake Garda 
and in the Trentino 
288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 88.750

Alpine mountain biking – 
East Alps
288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 34.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 102.250

Alpine mountain biking – 
West/ South Alps 
288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 122.000

Biking classics in Europe
192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 71.000
sold to: EN, DK, NL

The most beautiful 
biking tours in Europe 
168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm, € 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 42.500
sold to: IT

100 Alpine passes by 
racing bike
288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 29.95
Publication: Fall 2008
word count: approx. 97.000
sold to: IT, PL, ES, EN

The most beautiful Alpine 
passes by racing bike 
192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 64.000

Transalpine crossing 
by racing bike 
192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 67.500

Across the Alps - light

192 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 26,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: 80.000
sold to: IT
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Geocaching for beginners
Practical knowledge for the practice
Robin Ewers

144 pages; 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Mountain weather
Expertise from a meteorologist for weather observation and
route planning
Karl Gabl

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 55.750
sold to: Czech Republic (Alpy spol)

What do clouds tell us about the weather ? What should be
done in the way of preparation for a tour? What is the right be-
haviour if there is a sudden change of weather? Such questi-
ons are dealt with by the Austrian meteorologist Karl Gabl.

GPS at outdoor-tours
GPS-Navigation for hikers
Uli Benker

240 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 89.000

Freeride
Practical knowledge for equipment, technology and safety
Wolfgang Pohl, Christof Schellhammer, Georg Sojer

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 45.000

Freeriding – that is powder snow several meters deep.
The series Outdoor Practice published by Bruckmann combi-
nes in-depth theory, topical practical knowledge and many
useful tips in aid of the successful performance of a whole
range of sports like cross-country skiing, climbing or paragli-
ding.



Alpine Mountain Tours in the Dolomites
45 challenging tours between Rosengarten and Drei Zinnen
Mark Zahel

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 51.250

The impressive mountain range of the Dolomites offers an
inexhaustible range of tours. This guide focuses on the niche
between hiking and climbing; demanding routes leading to
high peaks like Langkofel, Civetta or Antelao, but also to ad-
venturous paths to less known destinations.

2 x 14 8000 peaks
The most famous mountaineer couple and the highest peaks 
of the world
Gerlinde Kaltenbrunner, Ralf Dujmovits

160 pages, 29.3 x 23.5 cm
€ 39.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 32.250

Easy 3000 peaks 
The 99 most beautiful tours
Dieter Seibert

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 54.750

„3000 meters“, that is the magic limit for all hikers and moun-
taineers. The easy 3000 meter high peaks rank among the fa-
vourites of mountain top destinations. The climbs are exciting
and full of unspoilt nature like wild creeks, picturesque moun-
tain lakes, and offer spectacular views on glaciers, thus rewar-
ding with a terrific panorama.

Easy climbing paths Dolomites
60 climbing paths for beginners
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 45.000

Close contact to the “Pale Mountains“ with exact grading of
difficulties. Mountain expert Eugen E. Hüsler describes 70 easy
routes in the Dolomites, the Trentino and the Belluno area,
specially for beginners. With detailed information concerning
difficulties and the requirements for each tour.
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Old war paths through the
Dolomites  
30 spectacular treks on 
historical paths
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 48.750
sold to: IT

Impressive clouds 
The 33 most spectacular hut
destinations in the alps 
Mark Zahel

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.000

Hüsler’s mountain path guide
for Lake Garda 
All Vie Ferrate: Mountains of
Trentino, Monti Lessini and
Brenta
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 43.750

Mountain experience in the
Dolomites 
The 40 paths you should know
Manfred Kostner, Eugen E.
Hüsler

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 61.500
sold to: IT

The high 3000 metres peaks
in the Alps 
The standard paths on to 404
peaks between 3500 and 400o
meters
Richard Goedeke

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 77.750

4000 metres high – peaks,
ridges, big walls 
The 30 most beautiful treks in
stone and ice you should know
Richard Goedeke, Ralf Gantz-
horn

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 40.000
sold to: EN

Hiking in the Dolomites - the
classics
40 dream trips through the
UNESCO world heritage
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages; 16.5 x 23.5
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 350.000

Long-distance hiking routes
in Europe
25 dream-routes from the
North Cape to Mediterranean
Sea
Michael Vogeley

168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 45.250
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Mountain experience in 
Trentino 
The 40 paths you should know
Eugen E. Hüsler, Manfred Kost-
ner

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 32.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 61.250

Corsica’s dreampath GR 20
By foot over the mountains in
the ocean
Walter Steinberg, Michael
Prittwitz

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 36.000

Mountain paradise  Mallorca 
The 40 paths you should know
Wolfgang  Heitzmann, Renate
Gabriele

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 56.500

Panorama routes in 
Switzerland  
The 30 treks you should know
Mark Zahel

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 37.500

Mountain experience South
Tyrol
The 40 paths you should know
Udo Bernhart, Karin Bernhart

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 51.000

Adventure Transalpine skiing
Extraordinary crossings of the
Alps
Christian Schneeweiß, 
Bernd Ritschel

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 51.500

My hiking book
Diary

168 pages, 12 x 16 cm
€ 9.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 0

For power climbers
Diary

168 pages, 12 x 16 cm
€ 9.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 4.500
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Panorama-treks through the Dolomites
The 35 most beautiful treks with panoramic views
Mark Zahel

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 47.000

Outlook, visions, keen insight: the Dolomites offer a lot! Every
year Mark Zahel treks his mountains with notebook and ca-
mera, here he managed the "Italian Queen of the Alps": the pa-
noramic treks of the Dolomites. His most promising tours to
prominent peaks as well as secret paths with incredible pano-
ramas are presented in this guide.

World-heritage Dolomites 
The 7 nature parks – stories, backgrounds and hiking tours 
Eugen E. Hüsler

288 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 32,99
Publication: Spring 2014 
word count: approx. 101.750

The Dolomites are among the most popular holiday and tou-
ring areas of the Alps. Almost a quarter of this region is under
nature protection. Who wants to discover the "unspoilt moun-
tain landscapes" of the Dolomites, can enjoy the seven nature
parks - from Schlern garden to the Belluno Dolomites. The Do-
lomites expert Eugene E. Hüsler provides lots of helpful facts
about the flora, fauna and history - including great tour tips.

Pleasure-hiking in the countryside of Meran
44 hiking-tours among the Schnals-, Passeier- and Ulten-Valley
Mark Zahel

144 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 38.000

Walking in the sunnyside of Merano provides a landscape
range from the mediterranean-style orchards in Val Venosta up
to the high alpine climates of the Texel Group. The richly illus-
trated book features 44 delightful tours in detail and many tips
– like mountain lodges, panoramic routes, exciting summit
destinations - including the Merano High Mountain Trail.

The Seven Summits of the Alps 
42 dream tours up to the highest summits of Europe
Andreas Dick, Stefan Heiligensetzer

192 pages; 16,5 x 23,5 cm
€ 26,99
Publication: Spring 2014  
word count: approx. 59.000

They are the highest peaks of the seven Alpine countries: the
Slovenian Triglav, the Austrian Grossglockner, the German
Zugspitze, the Italian Gran Paradiso, the Swiss Dufour, the
French Mont Blanc and the Liechtenstein Grauspitze. To con-
quer either as a series or ascent - a little more relaxed - with
additional routes in each area. 42 tours for different unforget-
table mountain weeks guaranteed!
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Enjoyable hiking in the 
Dolomites 
The 40 most beautiful hiking
treks between valley, alp and
peak
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 50.250
sold to: CZ

Enjoyable hiking at Lake
Garda 
40 dream treks between lemon
trees and panorama peaks
Manfred Föger

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 52.500

Enjoyable hiking in Tessin
The country behind the Gott-
hard: Mountains, conkers and
lakes
Eugen E. Hüsler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 50.000

Discovery tours in the Meran
countryside 
40 treks between Schnals-,
Passeier- and Ulten-Valley
Mark Zahel

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 38.500

Hiking from lodge to lodge in
South Tyrol 
The 55 most beautiful 
destinations from Vinschgau
to Puster-Valley
Mark Zahel

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 45.000

Panoramic ways in South
Tyrol 
The 40 most beautiful treks
with wonderful view
Mark Zahel
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: to follow

Forgotten paths in South
Tyrol 
36 extraordinary silent treks 
Peter Deuble

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 37.000

Hiking near water in South
Tyrol 
Along creeks, lakes, water-
falls, canyons and waalweg
paths
Peter Mertz

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 44.000

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



The Bruckmann hiking guide
Alps-Adriatic-Trail 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 33.000

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Andalusia
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 40.250
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Cinque Terre and Liguria 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 28.500

The Bruckmann hiking 
guide Dolomites East 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 36.000

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Dolomites West 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 37.000

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Alsace and the Vosges 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 36.250
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Long distance hiking route E5
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 32.500

The Bruckmann hiking 
guide Lake Garda  
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 38.500

The Bruckmann hiking guide 
La Gomera 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 34.250

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Corsica 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.000
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Lake Maggiore, Lugano, Como 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.000
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking 
guide Madeira 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 39.000
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Mallorca
240 pages; 11,5 x 17,5 cm, € 13,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 52.250
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Meran countryside
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 27.500

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Norway 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 36.250

The Bruckmann hiking 
guide  La Palma
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 34.500
sold to: NL

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



The Bruckmann hiking guide
Sardinia
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 39.250
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Scotland 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 31.750
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Sicily and Liparian islands 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 40.000
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
South Tyrol
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 34.500

The Bruckmann hiking guide 
Tenerife
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 40.500
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Tuscany 
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm, € 12.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 37.000
sold to: NL

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Tessin
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 37.750

The Bruckmann hiking guide
Dream path Munich - Venice
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 34.250

Bruckmann hiking-guide 
Ötztal, Pitztal, Stubaital
168 pages; 11,5 x 17,5 cm
€ 12,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 34.750

Bruckmanns hiking-guide
Vinschgau
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 36.250

Bruckmanns hiking-guide 
Cyprus
168 pages, 11.4 x 17.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de
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240 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Pass pictures
Berthold Steinhilber, Eugen E. Hüsler

Even in the Bronze Age, humans were crossing the Alps on
tiny footpaths along the passes. For pilgrimage, military
gain, or scenic car tours, humans have found ways to con-
quer this majestic landscape. In this volume of photography,
Berthold Steinhilber tracks down the fascination of 77 – in
some cases lesser-known – Alpine passes. In doing so, he
has created images rich in detail, accompanied by interes-
ting information on forgotten paths and the history of trans-
Alpine travel.

304 pages; 27 x 34.5 cm
€ 58.00
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 40.000

Water
Discovery of the blue planet
Markus Eisl, Gerald Mansberger, Paul Schreilechner

All life depends on water. Water created landscape and hou-
ses and enables unique life. In fabulouslybeautiful satellite
images this picture book portrays our earth from above, the
oceans of the world, ra-ging rivers, crystal clear lakes and
other water resources. An overwhelming aesthetic images
travel, illustrated by contributions from well-known experts
explaining the special role played by water for theplanet
Earth.

eoVision:
Based in Salzburg eoVision company is working in the fields
of geoinformatics and remote sensing. One focus is the pro-
duction of high-quality and aesthetically pleasing satellite
images. Prerequisite for thiswork is the long-standing experi-
ence of the staff, high quality processing and in-depth inter-
pretation ofthe recordings. One of the goals of the company
is to provide a glimpse of the fascinating, often largely un-
known beauty of our planet and its satellite images as well
as documentation of incredibly rapid transformation of the
human habitat and the associated effects on nature.



lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

160 pages, 24.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 39.99
Publication:Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Oak: The Tree of Life
Solvin Zankl, Mario Ludwig

Mystical and mysterious, the oak is considered a metaphor
for life. Since the dawn of history, it has stood at the centre
of legends. From the tips of its branches to the bottom of its
roots, it also offers more animals and plants a home than
any other German tree. In unique (macro-)photography, Sol-
vin Zankl tells the story of the tree of life and paints a portrait
of these multi-faceted inhabitants of our woods.

Apes of the World 
Foreword by Jane Goodall!
A very special family visit: overwhelming photographs and
exciting texts take you into the fascinating world of primates.
Thomas Marent 

240 pages, 24 x 30 cm
About 250 illustrations
€ 49.99
Publication March 2014
word count: approx. 30.000
sold to: EN, FR, IT

133 primate species are presented, 71 of them are on the Red List.
Primates are hunted, their habitat is destroyed. More than half of the species is on the red list -
time to take stock. The renowned wildlife photographer Thomas Marent documented more than
100 species in the wild: from the mighty gorillas of Central Africa to the tiny mouse lemurs of Ma-
dagascar, from the South American capuchin monkeys up to the Japanese Rotgesichtsmakaken. 

The impressive photo-documents are complemented by texts from the zoologist Fritz Jantschke
which not only describe the specifics of our closest relatives expertly, but also the causes of their
threat.



lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Oceans
Expedition in unexplored deeps
Solvin Zankl, Lars Abromeit

264 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 29.000

The oceans! Majestic manta rays, grotesque fish, colourful
crayfish –the earth’s biggest ecosystem is still full of countless
mysteries. Discover this fascinating and barely explored habi-
tat with the help of marine biologists: the immense diversity of
species in tropical riffs, huge swarms of fish in vast sea grass
areas, life in perpetual ice  and the bizarre creatures of  the
deep sea.

Over Mallorca
Discovery from above
Danyel André, Lothar Schmidt

224 pages, 26.8 x 28,8 cm, about 240 illus
€ 49.99
Publication date: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 22.750

The photographer Danyel André discovered the whole beauty
of this island with a new look. On many flights all year round
he considered the island from a bird's view and presents preci-
pitous cliffs, small coves and wide sandy beaches. In literally a
new perspective, olive groves, orchards, rugged mountain
landscapes, small villages and hamlets are shown as well as
the beauty: Palma de Mallorca.

Germany’s landscapes
A journey to our natural paradises
Berthold Steinhilber, Roland F. Karl

240 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 13.500

Germany is full of impressively beautiful nature: magnificent
national parks, nature resorts populated by numerous species,
and veritable nature paradises are in front of our doorstep.
Here Berthold Steinhilber shows an extraordinary part of Ger-
many  far away from mono cultures and sealed areas.
A very special portrait of our home between the North Sea and
Königsee.

Over Island
Discoveries from above
Marco Nescher

224 pages; 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Fire and ice: bizarre lava fields, fantastic fjords, glaciers,
crystal clear lakes. Iceland forever will be the fascinating
enchanted Island at the polar circle. From the helicopter,
Marco Nescher mastered spectacular nature photographs
which capture the width of the island, its picturesque
structure and mythical beauty. This extraordinary illustra-
ted book about Iceland combines breathtaking aerial
shots with portraits of exceptional persons and texts
about geology.



Iceland
Fire and Ice
Peter Gebhard

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 39.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 26.250

Archaic and dynamic - this is Iceland, the island just below the
Arctic Circle. Hardly any other country is characterized by such
strong contrasts: massive glaciers and active volcanoes, steep
fjords and vast alluvial plain, barren deserts and huge water-
falls, glacier lagoons and geysers, oasis, with its rich fauna
and a fascinating bird life at the wild and stormy coasts.

Patagonia
Encounters at the end of the world
Peter Gebhard

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm, € 25
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 25.250

The magic of Patagonia is still alive. For a whole year Peter
Gebhard has been travelling around in this region on the Sout-
hern tip of South America. Not only the unique landscapes
form the magic Patagonia magic but also the extraordinary
people which are closely connected with this land. This book
shows a complexe tableau of a multi-faceted country and is
also a hommage to a stunning natural landscape and the
people who keep this world alive.

People in Myanmar
The dignity of the moment
Uschi Rodenstock, Melanie Wagner

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 8.500

Mysterious Burma, the formerly closed myth opens and a land-
lost Asia gets visible. The book traces this spell, the temples,
the scenery and especially its people. The Chin, whose wo-
men's faces to 1995 completely tattooed bear witness to this
lost past. Moving portraits of women, children, monks of diffe-
rent tribes, nestled in a stunning landscape.

Colours of the world
A view from above
Klaus D. Francke

300 pages, 26.6 x 28.3 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 12.500

First class photographs! Poetic-artistic pictures from a point of
view far beyond the everyday horizon. These pictures seem to
be paintings. They show a primeval, almost un-housed planet
on which root networks, meandering rivers, glaciers and dunes
define the course of events. Only sporadically humans and ani-
mals appear on their way through the vastness of the land-
scape. 

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de
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Africa
Encounters between Kairo and Kapstadt
Michael Boyny

240 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm, € 49.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 15.000
sold to: NL

For one year Michael Boyny went through sand deserts and
savannahs, jungles and mountains between the Nile and the
Cape.In the midst of spectacular landscape sceneries he docu-
mented his encounters with native tribes like the Massai and
the Samburu. His sensitive portraits are full of extraordinary
intensity, showing pride but also distress. These touching pho-
tos are a declaration of love to Africa.

Deserts of the world
Michael Martin

192 pages, 30.5 x 30.5 cm
€ 50.00
Publication: Fall 2004
word count: to follow

Bully
A declaration of love to the French bulldog
Britta Jaschinski, Regina Carstensen

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 49.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 10.000
sold to: IT, FR

Bully is the new Pug: The Little One with the bulging eyes has
become increasingly popular. Britta Jaschinski, award-winning
photographer, dedicates a remarkable portrait with charming
photographs and amusing texts to the French Bulldog. 

Michael Martin, 30 years of adventure
Michael Martin

288 pages, 29.3 x 25 cm
€ 39.90
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 46.250
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Richard Francis Burton
Peter Laufmann
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 26.250
sold to: PT

James Cook
Roland F. Karl
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 35.750
sold to: PT

Jaques Cousteau
Kathrin  Schubert
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 40.000
sold to: PT

Alexander von Humboldt
Ulli Kulke
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 37.000
sold to: PT, KR

Christoph Kolumbus
Peter Laufmann
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 34.750
sold to: PT

Maria Sibylla Merian
Kathrin  Schubert
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 29.250
sold to: PT

Marco Polo
Hans-Wilm Schütte
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 36.000
sold to: PT

Heinrich Schliemann
Reinhard Witte
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 38.250
sold to: PT

Scott Amundsen
Peter Laufmann
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 30.000
sold to: PT

Vasco da Gama
Ulli Kulke
144 pages, 22.3 x 26.5 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 34.500
sold to: PT



Vegan  Cooking for Beginners
Sebastian Copien, Hansi Heckmair

256 pages, 22.6 x 27.1 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Joie de vivre and creative deliciousness

• The first comprehensive vegan cooking course in book form – includes vegetable profiles and product
guide

• From seitan to vegan cheese: make them easily at home by following the illustrated steps
• 150 recipes in seasonal order – 50 basic recipes

This vegan cooking course is a boon to all those who are looking for creative cooking and healthy, deli-
cious food. The comprehensive product guide introduces all vegan products; the illustrated step-by-
step how-tos and many tips teach how to cook vegan in style. The 50 basic recipes and 150 seasonal
recipes plus calendar of produce seasons and illustrated vegetable profiles make this cookbook a refe-
rence work for any self-respecting kitchen.

Sebastian Copien loves to cook – and loves to use natural ingredients to create vegan recipes with a
special something. The world-travelling veggie-cook, cookbook author, diet counsellor and gardener
has already convinced thousands (via his seminars and courses) of the simplicity and joy in conscious
cooking. His speciality is new plant-based cuisine. On this topic, he has held seminars, cooking events,
and courses in Munich. He also consults with restaurants and hotels on creating variety in their vegan
choices.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Feel Good Food
Dörte und Jesko Wilke, Götz Wrage

192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

• Determine your body type and discover greater well-being in just five steps
• More energy, less fatigue, and fewer pounds: feel-good food for everyone
• Start right now: over 80 recipes for healthy indulgence – no dieting required!

In just five easy steps, you can get back in touch with your body. With this anti-diet-book, it’s easy to
discover what’s healthy for you, enabling you to change your eating habits with almost no effort! Be-
cause healthy eating, which includes enjoyment, makes for unadulterated well-being. More energy, less
fatigue, and fewer pounds: all with more than 80 recipes in this cookbook. No dieting required!

Dörte Wilke has long been an editor of the food section at Fit for Fun and is the author of the eponymous
diet. Jesko Wilke is a freelance journalist an novelist. Together, the couple has developed their own food
concept: in five simple steps, readers can learn to once again enjoy food in a way that is healthy, rela-
xed, and self-determined. 80 creative, authentic recipes are just waiting to be tried at home!

Götz Wrage lives and works in Hamburg. He moved there after travelling and touching down in New
York, and he now works as a freelance photographer for advertising agencies, magazines, and well-
known companies.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



The Mallorca Diet
Lighter living with Mediterranean flavour
Stephan Lück, Rafael Pranschke

192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Lose weight – holiday style!

• The successful Mediterranean diet – new and improved!
• Lose weight easily with 55 delicious recipes
• 14-day-plan to kick-start weight loss!

It’s no secret that the Mediterranean diet is healthy and filled with enjoyment. This cookbook brings the
Mediterranean diet back to these shores – with new improvements! Why are olive oil, fish, and vegetab-
les so healthy, and how can I change my diet to stay slim long-term? Nutrition expert Dr. Stephan Lück
gives the answers and offers valuable tips on long-term weight loss.

Dr. Stephan Lück is an independent dietician and a frequent speaker at institutions, on radio, and on te-
levision. He teaches nutritionally sound cooking at his own institute and conducts experiments on heal-
thy eating. He developed the Mallorca diet together with Rafael Pranschke.

Rafael Pranschke, nutritionally trained chef certified by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Ernährung (DGE),
taught at the Fachschule für Gastronomie, a private technical school in Cologne, for five years. For eight
years, he has been working as an independent food stylist and has dedicated himself to food photogra-
phy.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



PALEO 
power every day
Nico Richter, Michaela Schneider

192 pages, 21.8 x 26.0 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: to follow

Paleo 360 – holistic fitness!

• Finally, the sequel to Paleo – this time, it’s power for life!
• 120 new recipes easy to integrate into everyday living
• New: Paleo lifestyle from dawn to dusk: movement, relaxation, fun

Paleo is more than modern Stone Age food. Paleo is a way of life! In the follow-up to his best-selling
book, Nico Richter explains how to integrate Paleo into your day holistically. 120 new recipes (always
gluten and lactose free) are easily combined into menus suitable for every-day enjoyment. In addition,
the book discusses movement in nature, restful sleep, and managing stress correctly.

Nico loves cooking – particularly with unprocessed, natural foods. He enjoys it so much that he has tur-
ned his hobby into his career: his blog, www.paleo360.de, offers daily discussion of diet and health. A
cookbook was the next logical step, since so many people want to eat healthily but don’t know how to
approach that change. By making himself the guinea pig, Nico discovered what so many after him have
confirmed: Paleo is the right track for long-term health, improving blood work and athletic performance.
Today, Nico spends up to three hours a day in the kitchen, looking for new ways to inspire his readers
and to show that healthy eating can be delicious.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



My Fresh Vegetable Kitchen
Favorite countryside recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Fruits and vegetables straight off the farm!

• Country living rediscovered – fun, modern, but still rooted in tradition
• Over 200 hundred enticing pictures of country life
• Crisp, fresh, and in season – this is what country cooking should taste like
• 75 inventive recipes for fruit and vegetables, from savory to sweet
• The best rural recipes for young cooks of today

Countryside indulgence! This cookbook for all seasons puts fresh fruit and vegetables on the table: fun,
inspired by tradition but still modern, today’s rural cooking is presented by Marie Langenau. Let her
take you to market show you crisp, fresh vegetables and fruit. Seasonal cooking becomes a true joy!

Marie Langenau spent many summers on her grandparents farm on the south-western coast of Sweden.
There she learned to cook countless family recipes and discovered her love of nature in all its colours. In
addition to a career as a doctor, she works as a photographer and author and chronicles country life in
Germany. Her work has been published in numerous magazines, and Christian Verlag has published her
work on country living.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 16.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow
Sold to GB, NL

Veggie Fast Food
80 vegetarian recipes perfect for take-away
Clarissa und Florian Sehn, Maria Brinkop

Burger & Co. – veggie style!
Vegetarians can’t have fast food? On the contrary! This vegeta-
rian cookbook offers more than 80 quick veggie recipes – from
Manchego quesadillas and TexMex burgers to tomato-cinnamon
fries and chantrelle gyros! All without the usual ersatz meat pro-
ducts. Vegetarian food for those in a hurry! And the handy
“vegan traffic light” – red: vegetarian; yellow: adaptable for ve-
gans; green: vegan – makes it easy to find vegan options.

Clarissa and Florian Sehn, animal psychologist and art director
respectively, discovered their love of vegetarian and vegan cui-
sine together. Soon, however, they ran out of creative ideas –
they needed a new recipe book. Out of a lack of viable options,
the two decided to get creative and develop recipes themselves.
Their first cookbook is dedicated to vegetarian fast food, which
they consider has always received short shrift – until now.

• Over 80 vegetarian fast food recipes – tasteful and filling!
• Easy-to-find vegan recipes thanks to the vegan traffic light!
• More than 20 dips and sauces and 8 basic doughs

256 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Pasta e basta!
100 types of noodles, 100 sauces, 1000 combinations
Maria Saledare

• Everything you always wanted to know about pasta but
were afraid to ask!

• Comprehensive product guide, discussing noodle types,
origins, production and more

• Tailor-made recipes – the perfect sauce for any pasta

Everyone loves pasta: it’s available in any shape, colour, and
variation. This cookbook reflects that versatility. What’s
more, every pasta has it’s ideal sauce pairing, because ac-
cording to shape and flour, the noodle may go more harmo-
niously with pesto, sugo, or vegetables. These 100 dream
pairings meet in the wealth of recipes provided. In addition,
you’ll dins out more about the origins and shapes of your
pasta – and of course how to easily make it yourself.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



The Burger book
Simply a “bite” better
Bodo Wanjura, Michael Meisen

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 16.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Discover the world of burgers! These 55 creative recipes inspired by countries all over the world will
equip you perfectly for the next party. Whatever your heart‘s desire, whether a classic burger or a ve-
getarian or even vegan option, this book covers it. Includes a behind-the-scenes look at the Frankfurt
burger bar „Die Kuh lacht“, showing how truly great burgers are made. This burger cookbook has it
all!

Beyond fast food: unique burger creations from all over the world
Includes vegetarian and vegan recipes
For that special kick: more than 20 creative sauces

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Meat
Kitchen praxis, knowledge of goods,
220 recipes
Georg Schweisfurth, Simon Tress

400 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 49.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Meat-eating, done right! In this cookbook you will learn everything you need to know about enjoying
meat responsibly. For example, how does humanely, sustainably raised meat differ in taste and quality?
220 delicious recipes from roast and steak to stew offer suggestions for making the best of beef,
pork, lamb, and poultry while wasting as little as possible. You will be amazed!

The ultimate carnivore‘s cookbook, written by experts
Our authors support the sustainable agricultural and culinary revolution
The entire animal – respect and enjoyment in 220 recipes from simple to elaborate



Pure
recipes from the new german kitchen
Christian Krabichler

192 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Less is more! Inspired by Japanese zen philosophy, this book offers the perfect recipes for aware enjoy-
ment. Working carefully with high-quality fresh foods with small ecological footprints and simple,
gentle methods of preparation, cooking becomes a ritual of relaxation for body and soul alike. Healthy
eating and genuinely natural enjoyment – taste the good life!

Conscious shopping, careful preparation, pure enjoyment
Clever recipes – cooking made simple
With an introduction by Eckart Witzigmann

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

PALEO Power for live
115 recipes for the modern kitchen of the Stone Age 
Nico Richter, Silvio Knezevic

224 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

PALEO can change lives! 
PALEO is not a short term diet but the perfect diet for long-term
health and fitness. PALEO (of Paleolithic), also referred to as
the "Stone Age Diet," based on natural, high quality foods:
fish, meat, eggs, vegetables, fruits and healthy fats. With this
book you can simply step into the delicous PALEO food and
feel much better after 30 days with it.

The high school of BBQ
The best recipes for rost and spear, recipes, tricks, 
professional knowledge
Andreas Rummel and Thomas Vilgis

224 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

BBQ-pro Andreas Rummel reveals expert tips and covers wide-
spread Grill errors. Detailed yet easy to understand scientific
principles and simplest technical tricks to make every profes-
sional. With the tips from "The high school of grilling" of each
piece of meat and more serve up perfectly. More than 100
wacky recipes make each cookout a memorable experience.
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Spices - The Bible
Kitchen praxis, knowledge of goods, 110 recipes
Manuela Mahn, Gunz & Ritter

320 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Expand your knowledge of spices with this comprehensive guide, and learn how to use spices to unlock
new worlds of taste. All common and exotic spices are lovingly introduced, from A as in anise to Z as in
za‘atar. Know all there is to know about history and harvesting as well as use in your home kitchen.
Prepare for an enchanting culinary journey with 100 delicious international recipes.
90 spices and aromas in detailed portraits: not just allspice, but all spices
Recipes by an international group of young, innovative chefs
Includes sense exercises as well as information on basic equipment and spice mixtures



Vegan Powerfood

Superfoods & 100 recipes for more energy
Sibylle Sturm

192 pages, 17 x 24 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

More energy with superfoods! This cookbook has all you need
for a healthy, balanced vegan diet!
Every-day superfoods: the power of peas, cinnamon, and garlic
Fit and healthy all day long – from breakfast to dinner
Useful for every-day life: how to get the nutrients your body
needs.

Vegan for me

Recipes, exercises, tipps & tricks
Nicole Fischer, Maria Brinkop

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Make every day a veggie day with these 80 vegan recipes, fit-
ness and relaxation exercises, and many tips and tricks for he-
althy eating! Easy and delicious!
Convenient two-week plan for getting started.
The first vegan cookbook written specially for women.
Easy relaxation and fitness exercises anyone can do at home.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Carrot loves Schnitzel
The cookbook for veggies & beefies
Margit Proebst, Pia Grimbühler

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow
Sold to: NL

He’s a meat-eater, she a vegetarian? No problem! This cook-
book of double recipes will have the whole family gathering
around the table: vegetarians, meat-eaters, and anyone in bet-
ween. Vegan variations for many recipes
Helpful introduction to meat substitutes: it doesn’t always
have to be tofu!

Shades of green
The seasonal cookbook
Sebastian Copien, Hans Heckmair

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Who knew green could be this colourful? In this cookbook, you
will discover the world of seasonal vegan and vegetarian coo-
king with 48 delicious, varied recipes.
Clever, creative, and easy to make: 48 delicious seasonal reci-
pes Useful: seasonality chart, shopping lists, and many helpful
tips make getting started easy
With an introduction by Dr. Rüdiger Dahlke.



Cereals & Grain 
Kitchen praxis, 150 recipes
Renate Kissel, Rafael Pranschke

168 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 86.000

Grains are the new power-pleasure food. Even the Incas appre-
ciated them and we are just discovering our ancient grains
again. They are easy to use and yet versatile. You can simplify
the gluten-free life or simply just taste great. Whether as a
whole grain or broken, whether spelled or millet, maize and
durum wheat, quinoa or amaranth: Try the delicious cornys in
your kitchen!

International Vegan Classics 

120 recipes from Teriyaki-Steak to Panna Cotta
Christina Julius

224 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 33.500

A juicy burger or a creamy chocolate mousse ... impossible for
vegans? Not with this book! Christina Julius has traveled
around the world and collected lots of recipes and inspiration.
She returned with 120 delicious vegan variations of the well-
known classics, mainly without the usual substitutes like soy
or gluten.

My vegan recipes
Notebook with 10 recipes
Katharina Bretsch

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 2.000

This artistically created book of recipes is an ideal companion
in every kitchen. With witty illustrations from Katharina herself.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

RAW!
My artful uncooked vegetarian food
Kristin Knufmann

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 33.500

Anyone who has tried it, does not want to miss the pure enjoy-
ment: RAW tastes better. Fresh fruits and vegetables are on the
menu, but also superfoods such as cranberries or Wakame
algas which give the power-kick. For all allergic persons, food
enthusiasts or vegans this book presents all the conscious
gourmets new recipe ideas as well as anything.



Cooking without animals
Enjoy vegan with fantastic illustrations
Katharina Bretsch

256 pages, 21 x 27 cm, € 29.95
Publicatin: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 16.300
sold to: FR

It is colourful. Every single page is thrilling. Tasty and exclusi-
vely vegan. Finally a cookbook that appeals to both eye and
palate. The four chapters on soups, salads, main courses and
desserts present exceptional creations: wholesome bread
soup, Tom-Kha Gai, Quinoa salad with mangos and carrots,
burgers of beans and spelt grain with roast vegetables or
brownies with vanilla cream.

Sweets without Animals 
Cook and bake vegan 
Katharina Bretsch

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 22.750

Whether sweet summer rolls with raspberry-lime dipping
sauce, Frozen Yogurt with caramelized cereal or Double Choco-
late Biscuit with Coconutsprinkels: "Sweet without Animals"
promises just as much pleasure in vegan cooking and baking
such as "Cooking without Animals." In 90 recipes, some of
which also gluten free or very "raw" can be prepared. Discover
the sweet vegan variety!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Sugar cloudlets & Cream pecks
120 recipes for my very special moments
Kessy Bóna

288 pages, 17 x 24 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Discover the glamour of cupcakes, muffins, and co! This baking
book for everyday goddesses offers the perfect sin for any
occasion!
Tasty treats: sinful deliciousness guaranteed!
Whether Marilyn, diva, or devil: a confection for any mood!
More than 100 mouth-watering recipes to deliver true deca-
dence.

Vegan confectionary
baking without milk, butter and eggs
Renate Schmidt-Mann, Sandra Eckhardt

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Vegan baking made easy! Every cake and vegan dessert in this
baking book is a guaranteed success – and a delicious treat,
even without milk and eggs!
More than 80 sweet somethings – all without animal products
Gateaus that are delicious even without butter, eggs, and
cream.
Success guaranteed: recipes from a pastry chef.



400 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 86.000

320 pages, 22,3 x 26,5 cm 
€ 39,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 59.250
Sold to: NL

Vegetarian Cooking School
Kitchen practice - 250 recipes - knowledge of the goods
Christl Kurz

Go Veggie!

More and more people, tend to be vegetarians, eat less or no
meat and fish. They try to eat tastefully, but very often miss
knowledge and know-how how to deal with the numerous ve-
getarian ingredients: How to deal with artichokes? How to
prepare your own vegetable stock? What method to choose
for a fat-free, no lump flour sauce? What can be used instead
of gelatine? How to caramelise vegetables and what to consi-
der when steaming? How to prepare dim-sum-pastry and
how potato dough? 
The detailed cookbook with lots of step-by-step preparations
and photographs offers answers to all this kind of questions.
More than 250 recipes of the German “Vegetarian Queen”
are an enrichment for everybody that likes to cook. It’s a
reintroduction to the pleasure of basic, staple ingredients. 

The New Fish Cooking School
Kitchen practice, knowledge of the goods, 150 recipes
Tillmann Hahn, Nicole Knapstein, et al

How to cook fish today - the new standard work. In more
than 150 international recipes by well-known chef Tillmann
Hahn presents fish and seafood with step-by-step photo-
graphs, as well as kitchen practice like filleting, descaling
etc. Connoisseurs may discover freshwater and sea fish. 

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



168 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 23.000

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 25.750

Bruno Maccallini 
85 family recipes for the italian moments in the kitchen
Bruno Maccalini

Italian actor Bruno Maccallini, represents „la dolce vita“ bet-
ter than anybody else, especially because of his cute Italian
accent. Here he invites all his friends and family to cook,
enjoy, celebrate and laugh together. His book, containing
more than 80 typical family recipes, is the perfect guide to
the genuine „cucina italiana“.

Cucina Vegetariana
La cucina verde: 80 favorite recipes
Cettina Vicenzino

Authentic, charming and unique, for all friends of meatless
Italian cuisine, healthy and seasonal cooking for perfect en-
joyment.

Cettina Vicenzino, true Sicilian, has renounced eating meat -
and not just because she loves the black pigs on their home
island. Italy offers an incredible variety of vegetarian dishes,
always prepared with the freshest and most delicious ingre-
dients. Lovingly designed and cooked with passion, this
book is a tribute to the young and modern Italian green kit-
chen.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Persian Cooking
Neda Afrashi

192 pages, 21.4 x 27.8 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2006
word count: approx. 20.250

95 original recipes unveil the diversity of this particular cui-
sine, revealing several unexpected surprises. Although it is
one of the oldest cuisines of  the world, Persian cooking turns
out to be surprisingly modern.

Vegetarian mediterranean
100 new recipes
Margit Proebst

192 pages, 19 x 25 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: 34.500
sold to: NL

Go and taste vegetable dishes as you never did before. New
seasonal recipes you really were looking for! The kitchen
around the Mediterranean offer a variety of different delicious
vegetables, herbs and decades of experience with 
vegetarian cooking. So “Mediterranean Vegetarian Cooking”
presents the best ideas you need for your culinary highlights.

My colourful Autumn – Kitchen
75 delicious recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages 19,3 x 26,1 cm
€ 19,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

With relish, traditionally inspired but modern Marie Langenau
presents a new country life. Her love to nature can be felt in
each recipe and dedicated picture. In bright colors and deli-
cious recipes she has devoted this book to the autumn. Enjoy
Indian summer and dreary days at a culinary trip to the coun-
tryside.

The Taste of my Summer
75 delicious recipes
Marie Langenau

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 

With relish, traditionally inspired but modern Marie Langenau
presents a new country life. Her love to nature can be felt in
each recipe and picture. So the summer can be cheerful, warm
and delicious: From the BBQ to family picnics to days at the
beach. »The Taste of my Summer" provides perfect ideas for
any summer day.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 39.250

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 31.000
Sold to: NL

Sous-Vide & Steamcooking
100 recipes for the full taste
Götz Beller

With further development of the Sous-Vide and steam coo-
kers these techniques become more and more important in
the hobby gourmet kitchen. With "Sous-Vide & steam coo-
king" you can discover 100 sophisticated recipes and experi-
ence what full of flavor really means. Very easy to prepare in
your own kitchen. 

Never the modern kitchen themes has been easier than with
"Cook & Style"! Each of the pretty books focusses culinary
theme. In 100 recipes with just a few ingredients, the ama-
teur chef receives a substantial and sophisticated selection.
The full-page photographes entices you to try at home coo-
king, baking, decorating and styling. Ideal for everyday kit-
chen and guests! 

Cooking with chocolate
100 tasty recipes
Eberhard Schell , Michael Meisen

No cakes and desserts – but hearty, spicy and tasty dishes

Chocolatier Eberhard Schell cooks with chocolate. Chocoho-
lics here find what they ever were looking for: different aro-
mas – originally arranged, surprisingly fancy recipes. Taste
Fried Oyster Mushrooms with Milk Chocolate and Medium
Fried duck breast with Chocolate-Orange-Sauce.
Moreover the book provides general detailed information
about cooking with chocolate, the different types of choco-
late and their possible use, about tempering chocolate and
flavours the different types best blend with. 
Sommelière Natalie Lumpp adds her knowledge about wines
that match best to chocolate.
• New surprising recipes with chocolate
• Well founded information about the product “chocolate”
• Stylish layout and modern photography

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Coffee & Gossip
90 recipes for cookies, cupcakes, and more
Silke Kobr, Coco Lang

For a delicious afternoon …

• From tea-time classics to cakepops and whoopies
• Simple, quick, sure-fire recipes
• A book with that special something: setting the scene with

pastries

The friends are there, the coffee’s almost ready, and now
every one is waiting for that special something: creative cup-
cakes, inventive cakepops, fantastic muffins. This baking
book contains countless recipes to host the perfect tea (or
coffee) party: honey-cake cupcakes, raspberry chocolate tart,
spongecake omelettes with blueberry cream … these ideas
will warm your heart just as much as coffee and gossip!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Pralines & Co. 
80 little bites with a big bang
Matthias Ludwigs, Jo Kirchherr

160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. to follow

Sweet as sin!

• New creations from ginger truffles to macaroon flowers
• Pralines at home: easy as pie
• Sophisticated guide to giving pralines the proper presenta-
tion

Home-made pralines and confectionery are a hit! In this book
you can discover how to make them without a hitch: detailed
step-by-step instructions explain important techniques, such
as coating pralines using the fork. Become a master confectio-
ner and weave dreams that melt in your mouth, from exotic
curry truffles to caramel macaroons and Florentines. 80 variati-
ons for sweet dreams.

Matthias Ludwig trained as a confectioner and chef. He worked
with Dieter Müller, Stefan Marquard, and on the MS Europa be-
fore becoming co-owner of the well-known bakery/patisserie
Törtchen Törtchen in Cologne. In 2009, he was named Patissier
of the Year (Gault & Millau). He is guest patissier in the SWR
and is a jury member on the TV show Tortenschlacht. His books
include Törtchen & Tartelettes.



Ice cream & Sorbet
100 ice-cold deliciousnesses
Manuela Rüther

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 22.000

That’s the taste of summer – 100 ice-cream creations to fall in
love with. It melts on the tongue and is simply irresistible; ice-
cream in all of its variations. Manuela Rüther presents 100
creative and easy Ice-cream recipes including such seductive
creations as lemon grass ice with sugared lemon or iced Kir
Royal with fruit sparkling wine. Such are the perfect summer
deserts making the heat easier to bear.

Sandwich & Toast
100 recipes from Bruschetta to Smørrebrød
Margit Proebst

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 37.000

Fresh bread with all kind of delicious toppings or fillings “in
between” – simply irresistible. You can look forward to: Cros-
tini with walnut-mushroom-paste, Croutons with a red lentils
topping and smoked duck breast, Tramezzini with wasabi
paste and smoked trout, bagels with Gorgonzola and pear, Pita
bread with spicy sausages and coleslaw, smørrebrød with
cranberry butter and ham and the famous German fish rolls.

Sweet pancakes “Kaiserschmarrn style”
100 austrian classics from baked chicken to apricot dumpling
Margit Proebst

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 38.000

In 2009 the Austrian Kitchen was elected "Kitchen of the year"
in the United States, and its classic recipes are known world-
wide. Not only the classics are presented here, many variati-
ons and many new modifications are also included. With all of
them you have a close view on the Austrian kitchen with all its
Bohemian, Hungarian and Turkish influences. You'll see: Not
only most of all the famous sweets are irresistible.

Finger & Food
100 recipes from party to picnic
Christiane Steinfeld, Andrea Kramp

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 23.000

This book offers 100 best finger food recipes from all over the
world. Pick out the best everywhere and present it here – at
parties, at a picnic, at…. There are treats for vegans, for vege-
tarians, for those who like experiments, for those who like exo-
tic cooking, for those who like meat. Perfect to prepare in
advance so that guests and hosts can enjoy the evening toget-
her. Get inspired!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Potato & Root 

100 delicious main and side dishes 
Margit Proebst, Michael Meisen

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 27.000

„Potato & Root“ has been a household word in the kitchen for
a long time as it presents potato dishes in all conceivable va-
riations from starters, salads and snacks to soups, stews and
curries. This bestseller also focuses on both classic dishes like
roast potatoes or sweets containing potato dough and more
exotic recipes featuring ginger, curcuma or sweet potatoes.

Salad & Dressing
70 fresh salad recipes and more dressings
Margit Proebst

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm, € 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 33.000
sold to: NL

Here you’ll get 70 , modern, innovative, refined or classic salad
recipes. And to make each salad different from the other you’ll
have a wide range of dressings, toppings, pesto and sauces.
“Light” for the weight conscious; “Noble” with crayfish, scal-
lops and crackling duck breast; “Exotic” with salads inspired
by the Orient or the Far East, and “Party salads” that are a bit
more robust than the others.

Herbs & Wild herbs
100 aromatic recipes
Silke Höpker

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 31.500

There is the perfect herb for every recipe. Even the famous and
well-known basil, parsley and dill can taste differently and
used in thousand more ways than already tried. But also redis-
cover the “wild greens” like lesser burnet, common sorrel or
goutweed. Along with the recipes there are lots of information
about the history of the herbs, their cultivation and how to har-

vest and use them for your cooking. 

Vegan & Raw
The 100 best recipes
Christl Kurz, Klaus Maria Einwanger

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 19.500

This books is a collection of the best recipes from all over the
world. Most of all Asian cooking was vegan before we even
knew that this cooking style even exists.  You’ll find proposals
for vegan breakfasts, for snacks to take away, for picnics, for
lunches, dinners and parties – eating vegan means having a
lot of fun! It’s a reintroduction to the pleasure of basic, staple
ingredients.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Wraps & Rolls
100 recipes from Enchilada to Sushi
Manuela Rüther

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 25.200

Get in on the (w)rap! Manuela Ru� ther presents international re-
cipes with just the right twist to tickle your taste buds, and not
only as finger food! Discover these delicious rolls, from a fresh
wild mushroom and herb enchilada with bacon and onions to a
rosemary-ham wrap with cabbage salad and sour cream to a
tempting banana and mango strudel roll with chocolate and
marshmallows.

Lentles & Beans
100 sophisticated recipes
Manuela Rüther

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 25.500

Today the black Beluga lentle or the little red Azukibean have
turned out to be the new favourites of food experts. Manuela
Rüther serves them both in the traditional way and exotically.
There are lots of delicacies to discover including Couscous with
chick pea and lamb, half-frozen soy shake with cinnamon, pea
soufflé with smoked salmon or mangetout-apricot ravioli. A  re-
ally healthy feast!

Dough & Pocket
100 recipes from Maultasche to Wan Tan
Christiane Steinfeld

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 22.400

Spices & Aromas
100 sophisticated recipes
Bettina Matthaei, Manuela Rüther

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm 
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 28.500

The wonderful effortless art of using spices sophisticated 100
creative dishes with your favourite spices and new taste
nuances. 

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Salsa & Dip
100 recipes for that certain something
Manuela Rüther

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 20.500

The special thing in a meal is often salsa, sauce, dip, relish or chutney.
The dips and sauces can be many dishes look even tastier. "Salsa &
Dip" has just the right recipes. The cookbook provides many ideas and
inspiration to make every cook to Dipmaster.

Breakfast & Brunch
100 artful ideas
Margit Proebst, Michael Meisen

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 26.500

100 ideas for a good start in the morning for the sketchy breakfast or the
generous brunch buffet warm, cold, sweet, salty, fruity or wrapped in
dough – these recipes are real hits.

Fast & Food
100 creative recipes
Rafael Pranschke

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 16.250

Fast food does not come from next door golden M or the kebab shop. For
all those who like fast food, these 100 recipes are just the thing: home-
made, healthy, quick and easy - and of course incredibly delicious. Bur-
ger, Pizzetti, satay and more - inspired from around the world. 

Cream cake & tartes
100 big and small cakes
Matthias Ludwigs, Jo Kirchherr

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 24.500

Forget boring jam sponges – how about Black Forest cupcakes, cassis-
chocolate drops, basil and lime tartlets or meringues heart lollies ins-
tead? Simple but very professional: Matthias Ludwigs, award-winning
patissier, presents step by step how to thicken a cream and how to
create even large cakes in the twinkling of an eye with the help of skill-
ful preparation.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Tajine & Co 
100 recipes out of the clay pot
Jochen Walter

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count approx. 33.000

The Moroccan “tagine” meanwhile is settled into European
cooking and is getting more and more popular. Few meals are
more satisfying than a tagine, the rich, fragrant stew that is
served from its own elegant cooking vessel - the “tagine”. All
ingredients – lots of vegetables are a must! - are gently simme-
red in the steam under the pot’s conical lid, and the food, fla-
voured with spices and fruit, remains tender, moist, yet crisp.

Fondue & Co
80 recipes
Rafael Pranschke

160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

The finest fondue recipes! Serve more than just cheese, meat,
or chocolate fondue: with this cookbook, a perfect evening is
guaranteed. Great for parties, buffets, and social gatherings
Many new recipes from salty to sweet
The book with the special touch: create a feast for the eyes as
well as the taste buds.

Vegetarien Tajine
100 international recipes out of the clay pot
Jochen Walter

160 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 24.000

With the clay pot, originally from Morocco, it is particularly
easy for anyone to cook fat-free and gentle aroma. In his new
book Jochen Walter shows how pure vegetarian dishes from
the Orient, Africa, Europe, South America and Asia are prepa-
red as refined and easily. The diversity of this cooking techni-
que in 100 international recipes.

Salt & Pepper
80 new recipes
Rafael Pranschke

160 pages, 19.2 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Salt and pepper are the quintessential spices. In these 80 sur-
prising recipes, you will be introduced to all that you can do
with different kinds of salt and pepper
The only book with a focus on salt and pepper recipes
All different subtypes, from Hawaii salt to Szechuan pepper
The book with the special touch: create a feast for the eyes as
well as the taste buds.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 25.250

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm 
€ 16.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 35.500

Master at the brazier
100 world-championship recipes for gas-, coal-grills and
smoker
Rudolf Jaeger, Andreas Rummel, Adi Matzek, Ted Reader

Roasted sausages are out – get ready for a real masterly
barbecue.
100 new worldchampion recipes from BBQ champions.
Everything about BBQ: from the right marinade to the core
temperature.
Find out how to do a really delicious T-Bone Steak and
benefit from professional tips from real experts.

Easy cooking
The perfect guide for kitchen pirates and fast-food refuser
Christine Eich-Fangmeier

Everything you need: 150 cooking terms and more than 50
basic recipes. A handy guide to give your children when they
leave the nest.
Fun to use: Cool illustrations throughout the book

Why do I always burn the schnitzel, what do I do with sweet
potatoes, and what exactly is blanching? If you don't know
the answers but don't want to live from hamburgers and fro-
zen pizza either, this handy kitchen guide is just perfect for
you! 150 explanations on various products and food prepara-
tion methods and more than 50 popular recipes will give you
the know-how you need to master cooking and impress your
friends.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



55 Recipes - Cooking for bigger parties
55 recipes for guests with big appetite
Ulrike Frot

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 14.250

Nervous about cooking for a lot of guests? Don’t worry when
friends spontaneously drop by for dinner. This cookbook offers
a lot of tasty dishes which can be prepared in no time like au-
bergines with honey and parmesan cheese, browned veal
chops or lemon tart.

The Small Budget Cook
55 recipes if at the end of the money still too much month is
left 
Ulrike Frot

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 13.500

Tasty cooking with less money, genius recipes with great fun.
The first aid book for empty coffers, best to buy at the begin-
ning of the money. With this varied and lovely illustrated reci-
pes you will make even the saddest account happy, and
everybody well-fed. These 55 filling recipes for narrow's purse
will help quickly until the end of  the month!

55 recipes - Food for the soul
55 recipes if the world was unfair
Ulrike Frot

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 13.250

Didn’t hear the alarm clock in the morning, missed the bus,
came too late to the meeting, confronted with a bad-tempered
boss – and in the evening a row with your boyfriend or girl-
friend? „55 recipes, when the world was unfair to you again“
saves every day. These 55 recipes are easy to cook and are
soothing for the soul. Roasted scallops, filet of beef and cherry
clafoutis make the world look better again in no time.

55 recipes- the way to a man’s heart is always through his
stomach 

55 recipes if Sweetheart is coming to Dinner
Ulrike Frot

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 13.000

A beating heart and sweating hands - it rings at the door and
finally your date appears for the candle-light dinner. What reci-
pes for this evening are best? How to plan to avoid any misun-
derstanding? Even inexperienced cooks will melt everybody
with these 55 sweet recipes  - guaranteed!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Genuinely South Tyrol
85 recipes from the mountain farmers kitchen
Mali Höller

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 18.750

South Tyrol is particularly attractive from a culinary point of
view given its location between Austria and Italy. South Tyro-
lese native Amalie Höller presents her best 85 recipes in her
cookbook „Genuinely South Tyrolese“. Try your hand at local
delicacies like „Marende“, a South Tyrolese version of cold
cuts or the famous gulash with dumplings and sour cabbage.
And don’t miss the gorgeous desserts.

Genuinely Greek 
70 Family recipes from Mama Anastasía
Elissavet Patrikiou

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 18.500

Family recipes from Mama Anastasía: real Greek, fresh coo-
king, with everything from  the Aegaen garden like aromatic
herbs,  homemade bread - just good. The 70 recipes, accompa-
nied with wonderful photos, awake memories of the taste of
childhood. Just a declaration of love to the authentic Greek cui-
sine.

Mamma Maria
Family recipes from Sicily
Cettina Vicenzino

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 22.500
sold to: FR

Find classics and new “creations”, all tested and guaranteed
to taste perfect. Learn how to prepare “Arancini”, “Pasta con I
ceci” or “Cassatelle di Militello”, the grandmother’s very spe-
cial Easter cookies. Lovely, colourful illustrations accompany
each chapter and make sure to give you just the right spirit for
this beautiful island.

Genuinely Turkish
80 original recipes from Börek to Baklava
Latife Arslantas, Hilal Arslantas

224 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm, € 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 21.000

Mint, dried or fresh, hot paprika Pul Biber and of course pars-
ley: Turkish cuisine is full of flavors and fragrances, combining
so many different influences and one of the most exciting and
best country kitchens in the world. The authors present
authentic Turkish cuisine based on old and new recipes of
their family. They encourage a culinary journey through Turkey.
These culinary jewels you can cook at home now.
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192 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: 18.000

192 pages, 17.5 x 25 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 21.000

Enjoy your meal
60 Bavarian Allgäu recipes from the culty detective 
Kluftinger
Volker Klüpfel, Michael Kobr

Klüpfel & Kobr, the pop stars of the German crime literature
fill the biggest venues with their cabaret-like, everywhere
sold-out readings. The first bestseller is already filmed. This
is their next coup.

Kluftinger, a mixture of Hercule Poirot and Karl Valentin, taci-
turn, always crabby and blessed with a great passion for
cheese noodles and other fancy of Bavarian food. This book
presents the delicacies from the Klufti thrillers. There are he-
arty snacks like baked soul or sausage salad. From the soup
pot, sweet and spicy from the bakery or pastry like boozy bri-
desmaids. Among the top 60 recipes from the authentic All-
gäu kitchen, the bestseller authors Klüpfel / Kobr
contributed witty texts. In addition, lots of Allgäu- informa-
tion, tips and beautiful illustrations.  

Dumpling Blues
Grandma Eberhofers bavarian cookbook
Rita Falk

74 original Bavarian recipes - the cookbook from the 
bestseller author Rita Falk

The policemens daily life is hard, even in Lower Bavaria.
When Franz gets hungry, he goes to grandma. Because she
is cooking always his favorites: roast pork with dumplings or
veal knuckles or staffed cabbage rolls, traditional Bavarian
and grandma-like. Now she finally has written down her reci-
pes, with almost ninety!
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Farmers kitchen
94 Traditional and seasoned recipes from the countryside
Tanja Bischof, Harry Bischof

224 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 26.500

The authentic pleasure from the countryside - cook like the far-
mers in past and present with the gifts of the nature: rhubarb
and radishes in Spring, for Autumn apples, nuts, quince and
plums offer so many varieties for your dishes. Peppered with
ancient knowledge and wisdom these traditional recipes from
all regions in Germany present a rich treasure for the modern
country kitchen.

Arnica and floor polish
Grandma Eberhofers knowledge for traditional housekeeping
Rita Falk

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 55.750

Useful tips from the good old times for the modern household.
How did you actually do that? It is a frequently heard question
as grandmas have always been the most competent people to
ask when it comes to cooking and household. Now it is
Grandma Eberhofer who offer recipes and tricks of yore. 

Tuscan Cooking
Cornelia Trischberger, Michael Dorn 

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, € 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 16.000

Land of milk and honey: Tuscany! A charming cookbook with
85 original recipes, entertaining stories and beautiful photos
of the culinary Tuscany. 
Herb and spicy rosemary and thyme sprigs, sun-ripened
eggplant, aromatic meat dishes - in the picturesque hills of
Tuscany is celebrated all the best. With evocative images and
stories as well as recipe ideas from Antipasti to Dolce, the
"country kitchen in Tuscany". The typical Tuscan Pici, meat cuts
al rosmarino or Sorbetto di fici melt on the tongue as well as
their evocative names.

Now it’s time for the guests to come
24 sophisticated menus for a relaxed host
Bernadette Wörndl

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 40.000

Austrian cook Bernadette Wörndl appeals to sociable home-
cooks wanting to pamper their guests. Her selection of 24
menus dedicates every recipe to an individual season. Each
one is clearly structured telling the cook precisely which step
to do at what time. The menus can be mixed, individual
courses may be exchanged or recombined.
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Soups and Stews
100 traditional recipes

192 pages:, 19 x 26 cm 
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 28.500

Discover traditional recipes of rustic cooking: cold and hot , co-
lourfully mixed and spicy, e.g. cep soup with polenta. or
creamy sorrel soup. For every occasion this guide to rustic coo-
king offers the matching soup or stew. Whatever you choose, it
is bound to be very tasty.

Fruit and Sunday cakes
100 best cake recipes

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 38.000

For special occasions cream cakes are a special treat, richly de-
corated and simply gorgeous. Delight your guests with a goo-
seberry tart or a classic cream cake Frankfurt style. 

Fruitcakes and Flans
Baked with love - 100 sucessful recipes

192 pages, 19 x  26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 31.250

Whether at birthday parties, coffee time or whatsever these
cakes are absolutely delightful. Among the 100 recipes there
are gorgeous cakes like a chocolate ice cake with berry top-
ping. Enjoy real classic hits like cheese cream cake or apple
cake. For every cake there is a step by step recipe, and a
mouthwatering colour photo.

Summer kitchen
100 recipes - quick and easy, ideal for picnic, 
BBQ or garden party

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 22.500

The secret of summer recipes is the freshness of the ingre-
dients as such an exclusive selection of  vegetables, fruits and
salads is only available between June and September. For
every step-by-step recipe there is a colourful photo.
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Souffles and Pies
100 delicious recipes not only for families

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 26.750

Hits for families:
Everything that is prepared in the oven, whether baked or gra-
tinated, salty or sweet. New ideas for classic recipes from the
oven: quick and delicious. Fluffy souffles, sophisticated grati-
nated dishes and pies.
They are the secret stars of everyday cooking.

Meat dishes

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 28.250

Can you imagine anything more enjoyable after a long walk
than a wholesome meat dish of the rustic kitchen? Which kind
of food evokes more childhood memories than rustic meat dis-
hes from our grandmother’s days? „Feel like Country Cooking-
Meat Dishes“ is the ideal cookbook for friends of the rustic,
down-to-earth and freshly prepared favourite meat dishes.
Whether traditional or modern, whether poultry, beef, pork or
lamb or even venison.

Seasonal dishes

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 28.500

At the country side holidays and Sundays are still celebrated
with particularly tasty delicacies of pork, beef, fish, poultry or
venison. „Feel like Country Cooking – Holiday Dishes“ offers
sophisticated dishes for every festivity in every season of the
year.

Home-made and preserved

100 sophisticated recipes

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 22.250

Fruit and vegetables from the garden, fresh food from the mar-
ket: Canning is a special thing! Spoil your family and friends
with homemade stocks, as seductive jams, delicious chutneys,
pickles or flavored oils. Homemade is trendy, fun and not diffi-
cult at all! Lovingly packed the homemade delicacies are won-
derful gifts as well. 
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• These 30 creative IKEA-hacks can have anyone’s IKEA furniture looking like bespoke craftsmanship!
• Fresh designs – IKEA-classics reloaded.
• Step-by-step instructions that are easy to follow.
• Dozens of new ideas for this blogger-trend.
Your old Billy shelf is too boring? Be an IKEA hacker! 30 projects with step-by-step instructions show
you what you can create with the classics from IKEA: paint then, decorate them, change their use. The
result is a unique design for little money. Many ideas of the famous blog www.saustarkdesign and more
projects found their way into this book.

You won’t believe the beauty of concrete!
Everyone knows about concrete in the garden – we bring the trend indoors and use it to beautify our
space with self-made decorations and practical knick-knacks. Step-by-step instructions make it easy to
produce vases, clocks, jewelry and more! Evocative pictures offer design ideas and decorating tips, and
show how varied and individual concrete can be. Decorate your house as you see fit!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Pimp Your Home
30 creative projects for individual
lifestyle
Marie-Helen Hoffstaedter, Carolin
Friese

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Concrete concrete
Decorative and practical self-made
ornamentsl
Sibylle Sturm, Ina Mielkau

192 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015

word count: approx. to follow



Cooks and their tasteful gardens
Portraits of famous chefs and their (private) utility and 
decorative gardens
Hanna Luhmann, Axel Kilian

168 pages, 22 x 26.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 30.500

If plants are dealt with from a cook’s point of view instead of a
gardener’s, the garden is obviously arranged with a culinary
intention in mind. Famous star cooks like Johann Lafer, Lea
Linster, Kolja Kleeberg and more offer interesting insights into
their herbal and kitchen gardens. All of them share a passion
for fresh herbs.

Flower Ladies and their extraordinary gardens
20 extraordinary garden paradises that reflect 
the passion of their gardeners
Karin Goldbach, Karine v. Rumohr

160 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 42.250

Especially for women a garden in the past has been a place to
experiment to their heart’s content without violating social
conventions. Karine von Rumohr addresses this topic in her
impressive and touching portrait „Flower Ladies and their  Ex-
traordinary Gardens“. Karine von Rumohr presents 18 passio-
nate flower lovers, ranging from teachers and doctors to
famous garden amateurs like Beth Chatto or Gabriella Pape.

Self-production at the kitchen balcony
Vegetables, fruits and spices
Friedrich Strauß, Katharina Adams

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 34.500

There is nothing quite as satisfying as harvesting and cooking
with your own home-grown vegetables and herbs. And all you
need is a balcony or some flower pots. In this beautifully illus-
trated book, Friedrich Strauß and Katharina Adams offer inspi-
ring texts and tips as well as recipes for your home-grown
products and show you just how many decorative and useful
possibilities a simple balcony or patio have to offer.

Men and their extraordinary gardens
20 prominent and extraordinary gardeners owners 
grant an exclusive insight into their private gardens 
Karine v. Rumohr

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 39.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 36.250

Gardens are said to be the only loved ones who never contra-
dict and never wither. Wouldn’ t it therefore be interesting to
find out what is special about gardening men as opposed to
women?
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Urban gardening 
Gardeners luck with big city plants
Anja KLein, Andreas Lauermann

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 27.000

So many people live in big cities without any garden. But they
don’t want to give up gardening and grow their own vegetables
and fruit or have a jungle around their windows. The interna-
tional trend to urban gardening shows that there are possibili-
ties everywhere. Just look for green spots to be made: on
windowsills, balconies, a backyard, roof-decks or the place
around the trees at the roadside.

Enchanting vegetable gardens for balcony and terrace
Vegetables, fruits and herbs home-made.
Ursula Barth, Sonja Krebs

192 pages, 19 x 28.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 32.750

Many types of vegetable, fruit, and herbs are also perfectly
suitable for being grown in flower pots or boxes. Besides,
homegrown fruit and vegetable taste incomparably better.
Ursula  Barth, an expert on vegetable gardens, knows every-
thing about organic growing on balconies and terraces.
Her book „Enchanting Vegetable Gardens on Balconies and
Terraces“ also contains chapters about regional plants and
exotic ones as well as about edible blossoms and herbs.

Gardens easy to handle
Ideas, tips and planting list
Judith Supper

192 pages, 19 x 28.5
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count;: approx. 49.500

A garden that is easy to handle combines perfect beauty with
minimal effort.In this book the authoress shows a whole range
of ideas, tricks and concepts in order to reduce the effort of
gardening.Thanks to lists of plants and tables the reader gets
an overview about different types of hedges creepers and suit-
able types of fruit.

Small garden paradises
Big Ideas for small gardens
Inspiration and tips for popular garden styles 
from Zen to Cottage garden
Kirsten Sonntag

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€29.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 24.000

Even a small space can make a lot: Kirsten Sunday offers sug-
gestions for six gardening styles - from the cottage garden to
the Tuscan garden.
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The curative garden
Garden gesign with medical plants
Marion Lagoda

192 pages, 19 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publicaton: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 50.500

How to turn your garden into a little pharmacy and a healing
garden? The author reveals this and let you participate how to
discover your own garden as a health resource. Plus, how
much joy creative gardening can offer. In a broad spectrum the
most important nourishing and healing herbs, vegetables and
fruits are presented. 

The little nature pharmacy
Natural remedies for body, spirit and soul
Gertraud Beck

192 pages, 14.8 x 21 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 37.750

With detailed portraits of plants and useful recipes and tips.
Nature is the source of many conventional remedies and medi-
cations. Man has trusted nature’s healing power since ancient
times. Natural treasures can ease pains, cure, invigorate and
even rejuvenate and revitalise. „The little natural pharmacy“
helps assorting and using natural substances by offering de-
tailed portraits of plants and recipes.

Summer happiness in the garden
The most beautiful decoration ideas for outdoor living
Friedrich Strauß

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 14.500

During the summer months live definitely should take place
outside. In the garden! Happy those who have one, but a
simple balcony or a terrace is fine as well. Here you get the
best ideas for outdoor living and natural decorations. With
how-to-do chapters for creating flower arrangements, wreaths,
candle holders & Co. 

Gardeners knowledge from old time 
A useful present for every garden lover
Marion Lagoda

192 pages, 14.8 x 21 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 30.750

How to garden succesfully with established knowledge.
Marion Lagoda offers numerous  tips and remedies for garde-
ners like coffee grounds helps roses to bloom
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At home in the garden
222 ideas for your haunt
Manuela Krämer

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 23.000

Every gardener wants to create a little paradise for rest and re-
laxation. Here you will find your favorite place, may be the
place at the pond, the hammock in the orchard, the bank in the
vegetable garden or the dining area on the terrace. This book
provides inspiration for any type of favorite place.

Living dreams in white
Shades of white, ideas in shabby-look
Lisa Libelle

168 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 13.000
sold to: EN, FR, IT

Living in shades of white is anything but boring! Romantic and
kittenish and quite trendy. Lisa shows how to create a cozy
and charming residential atmosphere with attention to detail
and a tone-in-tone design concept. In addition to inspiration
for one's own home many ideas and instructions for decorati-
ons are all presented in white. 

Enchanting seasons
Romantic decoration - inspiration in shabby style
Lisa Libelle

160 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 12.000

Lisa Libelle presents new types of romantic and elegant deco-
rations for all seasons. Using natural materials like blossoms,
mussles or cones she creates the matching atmosphere for
special events and occasions.A guide for stylish parties and
festivities, with precise instructions how to implement the
ideas.

Lisa Libelle
diary
Lisa Libelle

192 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 200

A shabby-style blankbook, with deco-inspirations for every day
calming down, reviewing what happened during the day and
simply letting your thoughts flow on paper – Lisa Libelle’s
beautifully laid-out notebook is an invitation to take down
dreams and wishes, inspirations and miraculous encounters.
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160 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 11.500

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 12.000

Nordic living style

Inspiring examples of furnishing for all the rooms 

Monika Remus, Doris Tönnisen Blatter

Inspiring: examples of furnishing for all the rooms.
With many ideas for decoration and tips to realise them at
home. Nordic is no longer a matter of navigation, it is an atti-
tude to life! It may whisper through the cracks of a kitchen
cupboard, sizzle in the fire place  or blow the  sea air through
the open window. Whether antique and classic nordic style
or daringly new and minimalistic – Denmark sets the trend in
living style and decoration.

Wonderful Christmas
Decorations, gift ideas and recipes for the most beautiful 
holiday season of the year

If the air is filled with the scent of cinnamon and honey, car-
damom and citrus fruit, Christmas can’t be far away. How can
we make ourselves really comfortable in this gorgeous time
of the year ? In the house and outside on the winter terrace?
If you don’t know where to start preparing for Christmas, try
one of the delicious recipes for Christmas cakes or cookies or
start making your own advent calendars, Christmas tree de-
corations or colourful window decorations – just to mention
a few ideas all included in the wonderfully illustrated book.
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384 pages, 21.2 x 27.0 cm
€ 45.00
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 115.500

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 49.500

The First World War 1914-1918 
The German march into a martial century
Markus Pöhlmann, Harald Potempa, Thomas Vogel

Major media topic 2014: A hundred years ago the „elemental
catastrophe of the 20th century“ started

Whoever wants to understand the history of  the 20th cen-
tury has  to be familiar with this „elemental catastrophy“ –
time for a retrospective. Historians working for  the depart-
ment of military history and social sciences at the centre of
the armed forces provide this reader with a  comprehensive
view on the reasons and the progress of  the war.

Illustrated with completely updated maps and rare photos.

The Imperial Navy in the First World War 
Updated state of research: The Imperial Navy in the context
of WWI

Jörg-Michael Hormann, Eberhard Kliem

Due to the imperial ambitions of Wilhelm II, the Imperial
Navy developed since 1900 into one of the most modern
fleets worldwide. In 1914 she imagined himself with the Bri-
tish Royal Navy on a level playing field. This book analyzes
the strengths and weaknesses of the imperial fleet and their
opponents in the WWI. With exclusive b/w-photographs and
color illustrations of selected memorabilia.
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160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5
€ 26,99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 35.500
sold to: IT, FR

224 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 19,95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 60.000
sold to: KR

Missing over the Sea
Mysterious crashes and their elucidation: from Amundsen to
Saint-Exupéry
Lino von Gartzen, Susanne Sasse

How did Antoine de Saint-Exupery die?  This book knows the
answer. Sensational colour photographs of plane wrecks
under water.

Author Lino von Gartzen is one of the divers who disclosed
the secret of Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s death. The diver and
scientist examined the location of  the famous writer’s crash
just off the coast near Marseilles. His P-38 Lightning had
been missing on the bottom of  the sea for decades, just like
the planes of  the polar explorer Roald Amundsen, Glenn Mil-
ler and other victims of plane crashes over the sea.

Famous Couples of the World
50 lovely episodes
Christoph Nettersheim

Between love, passion, mutual inspiration and hate

There are so many couples that could not live together but
also could not live without each other. They existed to com-
plement and enhance each other; they loved and destroyed
each other. But remained famous couples nonetheless. This
is the book about them, a provocative, amusing and informa-
tive storybook about world’s most interesting couples. It’s a
peek through the keyhole into the life of Cesar and Cleopa-
tra, Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, Frida Kahlo
and Diego Rivera or Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love.
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Terrible Nice Women
Christoph Nettersheim

224 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 68.500

The 50 most popular Errors on
the Titanic Tragedy
Benedikt Grimmler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 17.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 41.250

The 50 most epoch-making
Inventions
Alfried Schmitz

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 17.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.750
sold to: KR

The 50 most important 
Questions: Friedrich the
Great 
Frank Pergande

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 17.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 37.750

The 50 most Important 
Battles of World History
Otto Schertler

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 17,95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 44.100

Eventually! The most 
spectacular Inheritance
Cases
Benedikt Grimmler

224 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: to follow
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224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 60.000

224 pages, 14.3 x 22.3 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000
sold to: UK

A History of the National People‘s Army
Ru� diger Wenzke

From its beginnings in paramilitary organizations of the late
1940s to its disbanding in the fall of 1990.
A comprehensive history of East Germany‘s National
People‘s Army from the 1950s to 1990
Over 300 photos, many of them never before published

Death was their co-pilot
The fate of World War I fighter pilots
Michael Dörflinger

It was in World War I that the skies first became a battlefield,
with militaries seeking to decide military outcomes off the
ground.
The warring nations‘ most famous fighter pilots
Thrilling battles, the development of aeroplanes, victories
and defeats
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192 pages, 26.8 x 28.9 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 35.000

USA – Railway Dreams
A Journey to the most Fascinating Trains
Karl-Wilhelm Koch

Long trains across endless land – the gigantic proportions of
the US railroad system never fail to impress. As many as six
or more diesel locomotives pull freight trains that can stretch
on for kilometres through breath-taking canyons and rugged
prairie lands, while famous lines such as the „Desert Wind“
offer the most luxurious travel experiences. This volume
shows the variety and beauty of North America‘s railways in
unique photographs.
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192 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 39.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 45.000

Germany’s railways
Spectacular train photography on every page
Uwe Miethe

Discover Germany’s train lines – north to south and east to
west – in fascinating pictures by renowned photographers

The German railroads have undergone profound changes
over the years, so that now there are more operators and
train types than ever. This photography volume presents this
diverse and colourful landscape of trains in images captured
by renowned photographers. All aboard for a journey from
Bavaria to Schleswig-Holstein, with up-close views of the
many engines, cars, tracks, landscapes and architecture!

• Everything that runs on rails in Germany
• Outstanding pictures by renowned train photographers
• An overview of today’s diverse train landscape



160 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 40.000

Vol. 1 
allready available

The Tanks of the National People‘s Army
Dieter Flohr, Dirk Krüger

After the success of the first volume, the second volume in
the series Typenatlas NVA focuses on the tanks of East Ger-
many‘s Nationale Volksarmee, or National People‘s Army.
Dieter Flohr and Dirk Krüger offer concise information on all
armored continuous-track vehicles of the FRG’s armed for-
ces: from the mid-range tank T-34 and various search-and-
rescue tanks, all the way to the heavy Soviet T-72.
Professional photography rounds out the compendium.
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160 Seiten, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 40.000

Vol. 1 
allready available

An Atlas of Fighter Planes
1942–1945
Herbert Ringlstetter

This volume lists fighter planes of the years 1942 to 1945
from Germany, France, Great Britain, the USSR, Poland, Ro-
mania, Italy, the Netherlands, Japan, and the US. Approxima-
tely 300 photographs – some in colour – as well as
numerous colour diagrams illustrate this history of approxi-
mately 60 types, each presented concisely and informatively
on one to six pages including technical data.



192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 40.000

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 48.000

Airliners
Dietmar Plath, Achim Figgen, Brigitte Rothfischer

Whether Airbus A350, Tupolev, or regional jet; whether pas-
senger or freight plane: this state-of-the-art atlas of airliner
types introduces well-known and obscure airplanes from all
over the world – literally! Knowledgeable and readable in
one, it explains development and engineering, details com-
mercial uses, quotes tech specs and profiles important ma-
nufacturers. Here at last is precise and accurate,
well-researched airplane knowledge, presented by professio-
nals in an attractively illustrated format.

The Huge Handbook of Helicopters
Michael Mau, Helmut  Mauch

Their versatility, stylishness and high-tech machinery rank
helicopters among the world‘s most fascinating flying machi-
nes. If you want comprehensive information and exciting
photographs showing their makes and capabilities, look no
further – this book collects the latest knowledge on their his-
tory, design, engineering, manoeuvres, and uses, all in one
richly illustrated volume!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 43.000

Allready available:

99 Classic Sports Cars 
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

Here are the 99 most important classic cars from the British
Isles! All vehicles are exactingly documented: a thorough
description is accompanied by technical details and images.
What‘’ more, the book contains the current market prices
and evaluation criteria necessary for purchase and sale!

Forthcoming in Fall 2015:

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

192 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 43.000

99 Classic Sports Cars 
You’ll Never Want to Get out of
Hans J. Schippers

This volume introduces the world’s most thrilling classic
sports cars: not just Ferrari and Porsche models, but dozens
of rare and exotic cars – some of them almost forgotten
today! An entrancing book, brimming with background infor-
mation that will interest not only sports car enthusiasts!



288 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 50.000

333 Ships You Need to Know! 
Ulf Kaack

Ahoy, captains! Whether it’s U-boats, cargo vessels, cruise li-
ners, or old-fashioned sailing schooners, this book is loaded
up to the Plimsoll line with ships of all sizes. From the begin-
nings of seafaring in the canoe and raft, via Viking ships to
the 21st century’s most futuristic seacraft, it’s all hands on
deck for this nautical voyage through 333 ships you need to
know!

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

288 pages, 12.0 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 50.000

333 Cars You Need To Know!
Michael Dörflinger

This volume gives a comprehensive and thorough overview
of all the cars you need to know: from the Model T Ford and
the Alfa Romeo Spider 2600 to the VW Phaeton 3.0 TDI and
the Porsche 356 A – this book has them all! Well-researched
texts and the latest tech specs introduce each of the 333 fea-
tured models, while breath-taking, detailed images round
out each entry.



lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2015
word count: approx. 50.000

333 Tractors you need to know!
Albert Mößmer

Knowledgeable in any situation: this detailed pocket guide
will help any tractor-enthusiast at the next oldtimer-gathe-
ring.
333 tractors, from Allgaier to ZT collected in one well-re-
searched compendium
Detailed photographs of each tractor

333 Locomotives you need to know!
Klaus J. Vetter

Legendary locomotives, lovingly restored metre-gauge loco-
motives, and exotic engines the world over
333 locomotives from across the world, collected in one
well-researched compendium
Detailed photographs of each locomotive



99 classic Italian cars you‘ll never want to get out of
Hans J. Schippers

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Get in for a tour of Italy‘s finest classic cars: from the loveable
Fiat 500 and the sleek Alfa Romeo Spider to grand dreams like
the Ferrari 250 GTO.
99 oldtimer and youngtimer classics from Alfa to Zagato
Entertaining and well-researched: an exciting automobile dis-
covery tour
Pratical tips, not just for Italophile oldtimer fans.

99 classic US cars you‘ll never want to get out of
Hans J. Schippers

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€12.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: to follow

Get your motor running: roaring V8 motors, futuristic road
warriors, chromed-up monsters with huge horsepower, sleek
tailfins as far as the eye can see ...
99 oldtimer and youngtimer classics from Buick to SSC
Entertaining and well-researched: an exciting automobile dis-
covery tour.
Pratical tips, not just for fans of US cars

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

BMW 328
Homage to a legend
Walter Zeichner and Nina Hornung

160 pages; 24,5 x 30,5 cm
€ 45,00
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 13.250
English translation available

Everything began in 1936 at the Nurburgring: With one of the
first BMW 328 racing legend, Ernst Henne rode to victory. A
dream sports car was born: racy body 150 km/h top speed,
consistent lightweight. After only five years an unique racing
career ended with the outbreak of war. But the fascination
lives on. To date, the BMW 328 is a brand icon on vintage
events. A captivating book with masterful photos!

The Big Screwdriver Book
Repair, restore and care of historic-cars
Kay MacKenneth, Johannes Ücker

192 pages; 19,3 x 26,1 cm
€ 19,99 
Publication: Spring 2014
word count:  approx. 50.000

What could be a greater joy as to restore as authentic as possi-
ble an automotive gem? Exactly! But where to begin being
amateur and what to look for? The experienced aficionados
MacKenneth Kay and John Uecker inform: from the paint treat-
ment on the interior treatment to repair broken axles and
transmissions. Complemented by many practical examples
and step-by-step-explanations.



The Porsche 911 
Wolfgang Hörner

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 22.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 34.500

This book celebrates the iconic sports car with the bocer en-
gine
in all its facets. Due to background information about
the success in motor sports, about innovative technologies
or about the events in the company’s history, Wolfgang Hörner
adds new aspects to your knowledge of the 911.

• Find many unknown facts and background information!

Porsche Insight
The technical artwork since 1975
Lars Döhmann, Norbert Schäfer

192 pages, 32 x 28.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 19.250
sold to: IT, EN, FR

Myth and passion, tradition and innovation: Porsche as prime
example of German engineering! Technical illustrations visua-
lize the construction of the highly complex 3D-systems. Por-
sches are made transparent! This book shows the whole range
of technical illustrations that Technical Art Studio did for Por-
sche since 1975 – from the 924 model up to the new Cayenne.

BMW - Art of Engineering
Lars Döhmann, Norbert Schäfer

192 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 49.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 26.000

True to scale, highly precise, full of details down to the last
cable contact: Technical illustrations visualize the art of con-
struction through highly complex 3D-systems. BMW cars are
made transparent! This book shows the whole range of techni-
cal illustrations that Technical Art Studio did for BMW since
1975 – beginning with the 3.0 CSI model to the newest 6 type
series with it’s cabriolet and coupé. An unique documentation
of BMW innovations and essential for all fans and an ideal gift.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Case: Volkswagen
Ideas, mistakes and intrigues on the way to the VW Käfer
Christof Vieweg

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 55.000

Ferdinand Porsche was the engineer of  the beetle, Heinrich
Nordhoff made it a best-seller. That’s the way the story is told.
But is this perhaps only half the truth? Didn’t also other engi-
neers originally develop major technical features? Which role
did a young British officer play? Was it really Nordhoff who
made the beetle a success?  Christof Vieweg tells you.



Audi Rarities 
Prototypes and Cars, which never went to mass-production
Eric Eckermann

168 pages; 22,3 x 26,5 cm
€ 32,99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 55.000

In more than 100 years of company history so much has hap-
pened to Audi. Small cars, medium and luxury-class limousi-
nes, convertibles, coupes, vans and sports cars came and
went, changed shape, design, equipment and type designa-
tion. This book reveals secret chapters of Audi's history and re-
ports which special models and developments never reached
mass market.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de

Mercedes Benz rarities
Prototypes and cars which were never produced
Christof Vieweg

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 34.99
Publicati0n: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

A trove of Mercedes-Benz treasures
Comprehensive: from the Benz-Patent-Motorcar to the blue-
prints of today.
Inside knowledge: the author worked for Mercedes-Benz for 15
years
Unique: with never-before-published facts, photos, and sket-
ches.

Porsche Rarities
Backstage Porsche
Tobias Aichele

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2008
word count: approx. 50.000

Fascinating special designs of Porsche presented in all
 details – a book full of highlights for fans of Porsche. The
 expert Tobias Aichele has exposed new details of the history of
Porsche. His research shows plenty of unique pieces and
 prototypes, both, for the road and racing models, illustrated
with unique pictures.

Volkswagen rarities
Prototypes and cars which were never produced
Christof Vieweg

168 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 34.99
Publicati0n: Spring 2015
word count: approx. 50.000

A trove of Volkswagen treasures
Comprehensive: from the very first Volkswagen to the 
blueprints of today.
Inside knowledge: the author had access to 
Volkswagen archives
Unique: with never-before-published facts, photos
and sketches.



Alfa Romeo

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€29.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 73.000

Mercedes MB trac

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 42.000

Mercedes /8

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 33.250

Borgward

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 36.000

Mercedes 190

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 27.750

Mercedes W 123

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 31.000

Heroes of the road

96 pages; 24,0 x 17,0 cm
€ 12,99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

The history of  the technical de-
velopment of tractors
144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 12.500

Kingsize farm machines

144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 36.500

The most important tractors of
all times
144 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.000

Kingsize tractors

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 37.000

Different Unimog types

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 26.500

Atlas of the fastest trains

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 38.000

Railway atlas Europe

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 38.250

Glacier Express

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 26.000

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



224 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 39.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 69.500

224 pages, 14,3 x 22,3 cm
€ 22.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

The Motorcycle
History - technique - design
Ulrich Hoffmann
From 1894 to 2011 – the complete overview

• All important trademarks, models and “cult machines”
• Technique and design from over 100 years

The new generation of heavy motorbikes (for everyone, not
racing models!) are producing 200 horsepower and more,
whereas the first motorcycle produced in 1894 started with 3
horsepower. The development and new techniques within
this 120 years are documented in this book, lavishly illustra-
ted with 300 brilliant photographs.

Mach 2
My years in the Starfighter cockpit
Rolf Stünkel

The Lockheed F-104 G Starfighter was a combat aircraft,
 optimized for high speed and an incredible rate of climb.
Reporting "live from the cockpit" and assisted by several 
of his fellow pilots, former German Navy Starfighter pilot 
Rolf Stünkel looks back on fascinating cold war missions 
and reconnaissance flights along the east German border –
a thrilling book about a unique fighter aircraft.

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



Inside Airport
Technique, air traffic, safety
Rolf Stünkel

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx.  35.250

Inside Cockpit
Pilots, technique, teamwork
Rolf Stünkel

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 34.000

Inside Tower
Flight controllers , air traffic
control , navigation
Rolf Stünkel

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 35.000

SOS in the clouds
Black days in the history of
aviation
Jochen W. Braun

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 80.500

Flight out of control
Accidents and abductions:
Backgrounds, causes, 
consequences
Jochen W. Braun

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 38.250

Emergency landing
Flight accidents: Background,
cause and consequences
Jan-Arwed Richter, 
Christian Wolf

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2009
word count: approx. 69.500

And everybody survived
Flight accidents: Background,
cause and consequences
Jochen W. Braun

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 68.500

Up and away
Aviation worldwide
Dietmar Plath

144 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 34.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 8.750

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



A 380
Achim Figgen, Karl Morgen-
stern, Dietmar Plath

128 pages, 24 x 30 cm
€ 34.90
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 50.000

Atlas of all types of
commercial airliners
Achim Figgen, Dietmar Plath

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 42.500

Case aircrash
Thomas Borchert (edit.)

160 pages, 19,3 x 26.1 cm
€ 24.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

The comprehensive guide to
all Airbus types
A300, A310, A320-family,
A330, A340, A380, A400,
A400M, A350
Achim Figgen, Dietmar Plath

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 34.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 62.500

Airlines
Jens Flottau, Dietmar Plath

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2012
word count: approx. 33.250

The comprehensive book of
airlines 
Dietmar Plath, Astrid Röben,
Brigitte Rothfischer

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 49.250

The comprehensive guide to
all passenger airports
Dietmar Plath, Brigitte Rothfi-
scher

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2010
word count: approx. 33.000

Airports of  the world
Brigitte Rothfischer

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2011
wortd count: to follow

lea.christoph@verlagshaus.de



An atlas of pursuit planes 1939 - 1942

Herbert Ringlstetter

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 40.000

A detailed reference work, offering a comprehensive overview
of the development of international pursuit planes of the time
Concise and informative compendium of all types
Contains Axis and Allied pursuit planes
Many historic colour photographs and numerous colour illus-
trations.

Tanks of the Second World War
Axis and Allied Powers
Thomas Anderson

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000
sold to: UK

Many battles of the Second World War were won or lost be-
cause of tanks. This book presents the most important vehi-
cles, their history, technology, and missions.
A treasure trove for those interested in technology and history
– or for modellers. With authentic first-person war narratives
Previously unpublished photographs and beautiful colour il-
lustrations

Bombers and fighter planes
The Luftwaffe 1935-1945
Herbert Ringlstetter

192 pages, 17 x 24 cm
€ 16.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 45.000

A comprehensive documentation of German bombers and
fighter planes from 1933 to 1945.
With numerous pictures, many colour spreads and historical
photographs
Sequel to Nightplanes and bombers (already available)
In cooperation with Flugzeug Classic, the German magazine on
aviation history.

Germany‘s U-boats
The whole story

Ulf Kaack

224 pages, 19.3 x 26.1 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

This book leaves nothing out: the complete development of
Germany‘s U-boats from the imperial fleet and the Second
World War to the German navy.
In cooperation with the German U-boat archive.
Contains more than 140 previously unpublished images.
The only survey of all of Germany‘s navies currently available.
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Atlas of all helicopter types
Helicopters for civil and mili-
tary operations
Helmut  Mauch

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 40.250

The helicopter flying school
With flight-technology for RC-
helicopter-pilots

Helmut Mauch

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2010
word count: approx. 41.750

Nightfighters and bombers
German Air Force 1935 - 1945
Herbert Ringlstetter

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2012
word count: approx. 54.250

Military aircraft
Jets and propeller airliners
Wolfgang Mühlbauer, 
Gerhard Lang

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
€ 14.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 48.500

Top combat pilots and cannon
fodder
German fighters in World
War II
Peter Cronauer

224 pages, 14 x 21.7 cm 
€ 22.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 65.250

Pursuit planes of  the
German  Air Force
Herbert Ringlstetter

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 52.750

Black Box
Mysterious plane crashes
Jan-Arwed Richter, Christian
Wolf

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 59.250

Airplane legend Ju 52
History and technology, civil
and military operations
Helmut Erfuhrt

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: 31.000
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Aviation in the Third Reich
Civil Air Traffic and Air Force
Helmut Erfurth, Herbert Ringlstetter

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 14.95
Publication: Spring 2011
word count: approx. 46.750

The years between 1933 and 1945 witnessed technological mile
stones in aviation: innovations in aircraft construction,  tech-
nomania and the first transatlantic fligths. The rise of Luft-
hansa, successes in sport aviation, the famous Messerschmitt
Bf 109 and an immense military build-up. This book traces the
development of a decisive epoch for the German aviation. La-
vishly illustrated with authentic photographies.

The trucks of the German Army during World War II
Pat Ware

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Fall 2013
word count: approx. 34.250

This detailed compendium presents all the trucks in the ser-
vice of the German Armed Forces, explains design and deve-
lopment, reports from the rearmament after WWI and from the
large armament before the WWII. Outstanding illustrated with
spectacular material from British archives.

Combat tank Tiger
History - Technique - Field Reports
Thomas Anderson

160 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm
€ 19.99
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 46.250

The Tiger is one of  the strongest and best-known combat
tanks of World War II. This excellently illustrated handbook re-
veals the history and significance of  the Tiger using original
sources from German and US archives. It analyses its weapons
system, its strengths and weaknesses, evaluates reports from
the war times and offers interesting comparisons to enemy
tanks.

Mayday! Fire on board
Dark days in aviation history
Jan Arwed-Richter, Christian Wolf

240 pages, 12.5 x 19.6 cm
€ 12.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 50.000

You can‘t look away: spectacular airplane disasters throughout
the history of aviation.
Exactingly researched, clearly explained, and competently ana-
lysed Two-in-one edition of the highly successful titles Mayday
and Fire on board
By leading specialists in the field of aviation disaster research
True stories, as captivating as a thriller



First aid model railroad
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: approx. 
sold to: NL

First aid digital model railroad
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 41.000
sold to: NL

First aid model  train 
locomotives
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 39.250

The new comprehensive manual
for model planes
168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 44.000

The  comprehensive practical
handbook for model railroad 
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.99
Publication: Spring 2014
word count: to follow

Model & colour. The manual for
model  railwaymen
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, € 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 27.500
sold to: NL

Model railroad stations

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 23.500

Model railroad depot

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 24.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 25.000

Model railway sets 

144 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm
€ 29.95
Publication: Spring 2009
word count: approx. 27.250

Model & colour. The handbook
for model kit amateurs
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 27.000

The practical handbook for
model kits
144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Spring 2013
word count: approx. 21.750

Model kit – workshop 

144 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
€ 19.95
Publication: Fall 2011
word count: approx. 35.250

Publishing House
GeraNova Bruckmann
Verlagshaus GmbH
Infanteriestraße 11a
80797 München
Postanschrift:
Postfach 40 02 09
80702 München
Tel.: 0049 89.13 06 99.0
Fax: 0049 89.13 06 99.100
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Foreign Rights Manager
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144 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm
€ 26.99
Publication: Fall 2014
word count: approx. 45.000
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